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Fi gure 1-A 
Checking the SR-4 strain gages for leakage and shorts in Test Slab 1-A 
prior to pouring concreteQ Watching the operation is (center) 
Dean Curtis Lo Wilson, Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy; at the 
r i ght , Prpfessor Eo Wo Carlton, director of the Schoolts research pro-
gram for welded wire fabrico The author is making the tests. 
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Concrete is daily becoming more important as a structural materialo 
However, without steel reinforcement, concrete would never have attained 
such wide use .since, being weak in tension, it must be combined with 
some other material to take. the tension stresses and prevent the tension 
cracks in the concrete from opening an appreciable amounto 
One type of steel reinforcement used particularly for footings, 
beams and columns is known as defo.nned baro In this case deformations 
are placed on the bars at the time of rolling. These defonnations act as 
mechanical anchorage in preventing the bar from slipping, thus allowing 
it to take the full tension stress and prevent cracks from opening. 
In another type of reinforcement, smooth wires are drawn and welded 
into a mat which is particularly well suited to flat concrete slabs--
commonly used in building floors and walls, concrete highways, and air-
port runways. Its advantages are numerous, among them that the cost of 
installation is reduced since the mat is delivered with transverse wires 
already attached to the longitudinal wires by welding, and that ·the welds 
at the cross wires provide a positive anchorage which has been found in 
most cases to develop the breaking strength of the longitudinal wires in 
tensiono 
The primary concern of this study is with the detailed investigation 
of stress and crack control properties of welded wire reinforcement in 
order to provide data to aid in the improvement of its designo 
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OBJECT OF INVESTIGATION. 
Welded wire reinforcement has been in use for over forty years; how-
ever, little was done toward determining its properties as a structural 
material for about the first half of that period. About twenty years ago 
the Wire Reinforcement Institute was formed by several of the major steel 
companies to investigate the problem more thoroughly. 
The main objectives set by the W.R.Io are to determine the safe 
working stresses that can be safely recommended for welded wire fabric--
both in bond and tension, and the proper spacing ~f longitudinal and 
transverse wires. However, not until the last few years has a major 
effort been made to detennine ~his information. 
Some of the initial tests along this line were performed at the 
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy by Mr. Eo A. Weinel (l). 
(1) Eo A. Wei.nel, The Mechanical Anchorage Value of the Transverse Wires 
in Welded Wire Fabric, Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, 1948 
The object of his problem was twofold: to determine the effect on bond 
of varying the length of embedment, and the mechanical anchorage value of 
transverse wires in welded wire fabric. To test bond1 single lengths of 
plain wire (gauges oo, 2 1 6, 10) were embedded at depths of 6, 81 and 12 
inches in standard concrete cylinders 12"x6" diameter. The results showed 
unit bond stresses .of about 200 lbs/in~, which is very low when compared 
to the ultimate stress possible in the wire. The tests on mechanical 
anchorage of the welds were made ·by embedding a longitudinal and transverse 
wire in a standard concrete cy~inder~ In this case the longitudinal wires 
were greased so that only the anchorage of the weld wouid be involved. 
His conclusions in this case were that the longitudinal wires did 
not slip until the welds failed in shear. In addition, he found that 
good welds would give an anchorage of about 90% of the tensile strength 
of the wire. 
3 
A year later, Mr. A. Ao Becker conducted a second series of tests ( 2) 
(2) A. A. Becker, Interrelationship of Transverse Anchorage and Adhesive 
Bond in Welded Wire Reinforcement, Missouri School of Mines and 
Metallurgy, 1949 
similar to those of Mr. Weinel except that the longitudinal wires were not 
greased. His results indicated that the combination of adhesive bond and 
weld anchorage was considerably greater than the strength of the longi-
tudinal wires. 
A third series of tests made by Mr. Fo R. Heartz (3) was to determine 
(3) F. R. Heartz, Efficiency of Various Types of Reinforcement in Control-
ling Opening of Cracks in Concrete Pavements, Missouri School of Mines 
and Metallurgy, 1949 
the crack control properties of welded wire fabrico He poured a number 
of concrete beams, each containing a single longitudinal wire with short 
transver~e wires welded at various spacings. Longitudinal wire sizes used 
were #001 . #2, and #6-. Each beam was divided in the center so that crack 
openings could be measured at this point. Mr. Heartz chose for CC111parison 
of results a crack opening at .027" and a unit stress in the longitudinal 
wires o.f 56,000 psi as nearly ideal condition~, since this opening is the 
maximum reconunended by the Highway Research Board and 56 1 000 psi was just 
below the yield of the steel used. Test beams reinforced with #2-4" 
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Transverse wires appeared to be the best canbination for controlling crack 
openings. In addition, some bond tests were made on wire pickled in acid; 
however, the results obtained were about equal to two weeks rusto 
All these investigations indicated a wide variation in weld strength. 
Therefore, in 'order to increase the uniformity of welds, a special weld 
tester was devised in 1950 by Eo Wo Carlton, Professor of Civil Engineering., 
and A. Vo. Kilpatrick, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Missouri School 
of .Mines and Metallurgyo Although the results obtained give lower weld 
values than those obtained by direct pull-out in concrete, the tester has 
been adopted by the Wire Reinforcement Institute as an excellent means 
of establishing a standard for weld shearo Many of the large steel com-
panies are already using it to control the welding head settings in making 
wire mesh. 
In order tq test welded wire fabric under conditions more like those 
in ,actual practice, and to detennine how the stress is distributed through 
several sections of transverse welds, the Wire Institute employed consultant 
Arthur Ro Anderson ( 4) of Springdale, Connecticut to make two pilot tests 
(4) Ao R. Anderson, Strain Measurements in Welded Wire Fabric., Pilot 
Tests 1 and 2, 1950 
on slabs '34"x66" and 4" thick, one slab being pre-cracked at the center-
line. A concentrated load was placed in the exact center and strains in 
the wire at various loads were measured by means of SR-4 strain gages. 
The results of these two pilot tests showed that the method was practical. 
Therefore, the author was asked to make tests ·of _a similar nature but on 
several different sized wires. It is hoped that the information given in 
this report will be of value to th~ W.Roio in the design of . their product. 
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MATERIALS USED IN TEST SLABS 
Reinforcement: This investigation as set .forth by the Wire 
Reinforcement Institute and designated AC-1 consisted of tests on nine 
welded wire fabric reinforced slabs, 41'x36 "x66". . Three slabs of each 
series contained the following size mesh: 
Series No .• of Tests Longitudinal Wire Transverse Wire 
---
Spacing G.auge Spacing Gauge 
1 3 5n #2 12" #2 
2 3 6" #2 12" #4 
3 3 4" #2 8" #2 
In order to distinguish the various tests in each series, they have been 
given letter designations. For example, the Series 1 slabs have been 
called 1-A, 1-B 1 and 1-C o 
The fabric was furnished by Laclede Steel Company of St. Louis, 
who sent the fabric cut to size and included a small section of each mat 
for weld tests and stress-strain data. In order to obtain uniformity of 
welds, this fabric was specially fabricated so that the welds were al~ 
made with the same welding head. Weld test data and an average stress-
strain curve obtained from nine tests using a Baldwin-Southwark stress-
strain recorder are shown on pages 6-7 •. In addition, some of the wire 




701 200 psi 
88 1 200 psi 
13% 
Modulus of elasticity 30.6 x 106 psi 
WELD TEST DATA 
Using Carlton-Kilpatrick Weld Tester 
Size Size Ultimate Micraneter Sum of Depth of 











2 2 3700 .451" .499" .048"· 
2 2 2200 .448 .499 .051 
2 2 2600 0450 .499 0049 
2 4 2900 .438 .475 .037 
2 4 3300 .426 .475 .049 
2 4 3080 .426 .475 .049 
2 2 3100 .450 .499 .049 
2 ·2 2500 .451 .499 .048 
2 2 2180 .457 .499 .042 
All welds failed in shearo 
Diam. #2 wire• .2495" (by micrometer) - .2625" (by table) 
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Concrete: Th~ concrete was made fr<.Jn materials confonning to 
A.SoT.M. standards 1 using the following mix: 
Water (6 gal/sack of cement) 
Cement - Type I Portland Alpha 
Sand - #o-#4 sieve (FoM.•2.8) 
Gravel ·- crushed limestone 3/4" maxo size 
Slump - sn-Gn 











Curing: The test slabs were ·cured for 28 days by placing l" of sand 
on top., covering with burlap, and watering dailyo The forms were not 
removed until curing was completed. Nine test cylinders were made during 
the process of pouring the slabs and were moist cured for 28 days before 
testing. The average value of compression was 3700 psi, the lowest being 
3560 psi and the highest 3900 psio 
Fonns: The fonns were made from 3/4" plywood, the base being grooved 
to hold the side forms securely. For Series 1 and 2 1 two 411x4"xl/4" 
angles were notched and placed at the centerline to divide the slab; in 
addition, a l/'8 11x34" length of drill rod ·was pl~ced between the· angles to 
afford a definite point of bearing at the top (see Fig. 21 page 9)o The 
arrangement for Series 3 was the same exceptthat 3"x311x3/8" angles were 
used. 'l'o measure any crack openings that might appear in various sections 
of the slab., small aluminum plugs were drilled and threaded, then screwed 
to the form walls at the bottom of the slab. These plugs were placed 6" 
o.co starting 3rt from the centerline. Since the slab was to be tested 
as a simply supported slab with a span of 60'~, a 1/211 radius keyway 1/4" 
deep was placed 3" from one end to prevent any lateral movement of the· 
'slab while in the testing frame o Wire supports were used to hold the 
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Gage locat i on , Te ~t Serie s 3 (s ize 4x8 _- 2/ 2 ) 
Figure 3 
reinforcement at the proper elevation during pouring. The fonns were 
oiled with' motor oil before each pouring. 
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SR-4 Strain Gages: Seventeen SR-4 strain,gages were used.on each 
slab of Series 1 and 2, and twenty-three on each of the _Series 3 slabs. 
Fig. 3, page 10, shows the complete arrangement of gages for the various 
serieso 
The gage notation used was chosen because it furnishes a method for 
determining the location of the gage without recourse to a diagram or to 
series number. The method is briefly as follows: 
.Starting from'the centerline and going away from the keyway, all 
gages located up to and including the first transverse wire are designated 
by the letter A, with numbers st~rting at the center longitudinal wire · 
and increasing toward the edge. Gages between the first transverse wire, 
to and including the second transverse wire, are designated by the letter 
B. , Those between the second transverse wire up to and including the 
third transverse wire are designated by the letter c, etco All longitu-
dinal gages are numbered from 1 to 41 while all transverse gages are 
n11.11bered from 6 to lOo Any gages located on the , same side as the keyway 
are denoted _by the letters H., J, and K, the H being nearest the centerlineo 
The A-7 SR..-.4 strain gage was used throughout these tests. It was 
cllosen be(:ause of its small gage length and miniinum trim width, 1/4" and 
3/16" respectively, which were necessary in bonding to #2 and #4 wire. 
The A-7 gage is also the most economical in this size. The use of the 
~ore expensive bakelite type gage was deemed unnecessary because of the 
short period of testing. 
APPLICATION OF SR-4 STRAIN GAGES TO TEST SPECUIENS 
Theory of strain gages: The SR-4 strain gage consists of ·a small 
grid of extremel y f i ne wire f astened to a paper or bakelite base (see 
Fig. 4, page 12)o 
k" Mn-.z :-·· - . ---- ___ G_,..z~-----r ~~r 
·- ---·· -----+--·- --·-·-. 
!: r.:- -:- --? '··--,-----··---···-· ) l 
l -----------.. I 
J .L. c___::=_-:: 
-·r-·----- -·-.r I 
!---·· . - ·-·--· -· ·-· --·-----··--- --··-···-·· 
Figure 4 
.6ase 
Diagrammatic Sketch - SR-4 Strain Gage - Type A-7 
This gage is cemented to the specimen to be testedo As the strain in 
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the specimen i ncreases, these strains also appear in the gage wires, thus 
changing their cross-sectional areao This causes a change in the 
electrical resistance of the gage which can be measured by a sensitive 
Wheatstone bridge. In this manner., strains to within .000002" (2 micro 
inches) can be detected. The gages work equally well in tension or com-
pressiono Since the operation of the strain indicator is that of the 
Wheatstone bridge ( see Figo S, page 13), any change in the resistance at 
"A" will unbalance galvanometer "G". In order to prevent strains due to 
temperature change affecting gage A, a -similar type gage is used to 
replace fixed resistance at Co This is known as a ~ompensating gage and 
should be cemented to a like material. The variable r esi stance P has 
its dial calibrated directly in micro inches per inch and gives the 
correct value of strain in gage A when the bridge is balanced. Strain 
gages come in various gage factors, represented by ~AL where R 
R L 
T- . Ae=/i//(t 




\vheatstone bridge method of measuring strains 
represents resistance change in a total gage resistance R1 divided by 
13 
the corresponding change in length in a total length of conductor L. The 
strain indicator dial is generally calibrated for a given gage factor, 
which must be taken into consideration when using gages of different gage 
factors. This is sometimes taken care of by use of variable resistance 
within the indicator, or by using the following propostion: that is 1 
true strain• diai reading x gage factor for dial/ gage factor of gage 
used. 
Method of application of gages: Very little information is available 
on cementing SR-4 gages to · aiia.11 diameter-wire. The procedure used by 
the authQl' is as follows: 
First the wire was ·carefully sanded with 000 sandpaper. The gage 
was molded to the curvature of the w.ire 1 using a small curved clamp con-
taining a ·thickness of 1/ 4" sponge rubber . ( see Fig. · 6 1 page lS) o The gage 
was then cemented to the reinforcement., using·.a ~imilar cl~ and Duco 
cement. In the beginning, some difficulty was experienced in the gages· 
short-circuiting to the reinforcement. The shorting was fQund to .be in 
14 
the gage lead wires and not in the grid itself. This was corrected by. 
cementing ·a small piece of cigarette paper under the lead wires at the 
point where they were fastened to the grido 
Waterproofing: When gages are placed in concrete, waterproofing is 
quite critical. Because concrete contains moisture, any break in.the 
waterproofing surface will .destroy the usefulness of the gageo Since the 
change in resistance of the gage is quite small, any-leakage due to 
~oisture will give false readings by the strain indicatoro For long 
period tests, a resistance to grotmd in excess of 1000 megohms is recom-. 
ll'lended. However, for short period tests lasting ·only a few hours, 
leakages down to 100 megohms will operate satisfactorily. 
Several types of waterproofing were prepared by the author o The 
tests were made by immersing two wires, their ends coated with the water-
proofing material, in a solution of salt watero Cerese wax proved ·-very 
successful, and is recOBDnended by Baldwin-Southwark in moisture-proofing 
~ageso However, this method was discharded because of the danger of 
cracking the wax coating around the lead wires in placing the concrete 
in the fonnsq Several types of plastic coatings were tried but·a11 
showed considerable leakage after several days of immersion. Tests with 
3M Special Weather-strip Adhesive (synthetic rubber cement) were found to 
be very successful, showing almost no leakage after inunersion for a six 
n nths period, in addition to having the resilient properties of rubber. 
rlrls was the type of coating usedo 
Before waterproofing the gages and after drying for at least five 
lqs, they were checked with a vacuum tube voltmeter for leakage and 
shorts 0 The gages were then given a preliminary coat of rubber cement. 
uid the lead wires taped and soldered. The gages were then given two 
14a 
heavy coats of rubber cement, wrapped with electrician's rubber tape, and 
then given two more coats of rubber cement. Figures 7-11 1 pages 15-18, 
show the step by step procedure. This method proved eminently satisfactory 
in the test slabs. 
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Figure ·6 
Molding an A-7 gage to the curvature of #2 wire. Clamp contains sponge 
rubber cushion for even pressure distributionG The same type clamp was 
also used when cementing. The gage resting on top of clamp shows the 
small grid of fine wire-s with lead wires attached. Picture is about 06 
actual size. 
Figure 7 
SR-4 gages after removing clamps 
I 
Fir·u r e 8 
Fi r st step s in wate rpr oofir~; ; one c oat of synthetic r ·bb~r cement and 




Gages after three applic tions of SJD.thetic rubber c ment 
[ 
Figure 10 
Rubber tape wrapping prior to f inal coating with rubber c ent 
18 
Figure -11 





Wire fc3ibric in forms showing gage lo.cation and crack measuring plugs o 
Lead wires have been taken out through holes in the bottom. 
19 
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Fi gure 14 -
Series 3 tests ready for concrete placement 
21 
Figure 15 
Series 2 mesh, foreground, ready for placement of concreteo Note dividing 
4 x 4. x 1/4" angleso Two Series 3 fonns are in backgroundo 
Figure 16 
Figure 17 
Top: placing concrete 
Bottcxn: The author is shown supervising the rodding by Assistant, 
Mro Winchester. The template shows exact position of the 






The slabs were covered with a layer of one i nch of sand, then wi th burl ap 
and wetted dailyo Lower photograph .shows a corner of t he burlap l aid 
back to show the sando 
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TEST PROCEDURE 
The tests were run in two groups, the three slabs in Series 1 being 
poured March 14 and tested between April 12 and 19. This was done in 
order that any improvements in procedure could .be adopted in testing 
Series 2 and 3. The slabs for Series 2 and 3 were poured May 13 and 
tested between June 10 and 16. 
Description of testing frame: The testing frame consisted of a 
60"x36" rectangular frame formed by 12!35 beams. Two vertical T-sections 
were bolted at mid-span and held a horizontal 4I7.7 beam containing 
welded flange plates at a height of about 3 feet above the 1211 beams. 
This vertical distance was made adjustable to acconDriodate other slabs 
that might be used later. Orie end of the frame contained a l" round bar 
bolted to the 12" I-beam to take the keyway provided in the slab. The 
other end consisted of an angle and roller so that the slab would be a 
true simply supported beam. 
The first ·slab tested had an ultimate deflection of over twice that 
of the Anderson pilot tests, so that in order to prevent damage to the 
Ames dials measuring , ~:tack opettiflgs on the . sfde~', the supports were 
rilsed 4 inches. ' ' This arr~gem~nt proved satisfactory throughout the 
remainder of the tests. 
, .. Metli6d of loading: The slab' was tested by placing a concentrated 
load' in its exact center. 'This load was applied with an 8-ton hydraulic 
, · 1 ji6k~ In o~er to prevent the center ot the slab from deflecting more 
thari ' -ehe edges, , this load was tr~smitted-to the slab through two 3" 
I-beams resting on 4''x4"xlf4" angles 'imbedded in :the concreteo The load 
wa! measured by means of a loading cell containing strain gages placed 
b~tvi·en the top of . the jack and the 4"· I-beam. The cell was placed 
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b"etween 'l/811 lead sheets in order to give uniform bearingso 
Construction of loading cell: The loading cell was constructed of 
l~T aluminum turned to a diameter of o986tt and 2.6" long. Two A-7 
sirain gages were connected in series and placed opposite each other and 
parallel to the axis. This was to prevent any error entering in due to 
eccentric loading of the cell. Two A-7 compensating gages were cemen~ed 
to the cell opposite each other, at right angles to the axis of the 
cylinder and connected in series. This method increases the sensitivity 
of the · cell because the active gages are canpressed while the compensating 
gages, due · to Poisson's ratio, go into tension. i\luminum was used because 
I its· •edulus of elasticity is about~ that of steel, therefore producing 
greater strains for a given load. The cell was then calibrated in a 
• 
testing machine for load increments of 033 kip up to 10,000 pounds. With 
this . cell, a lo~ change of 12 pounds caused a .strain reading of 2 'micro 
inpbes. These calculations showed that this produced a strain in the 
slab' . gages of about 4 micro inches. Since most readings were taken to the 
neare'st 10 micro inches I this arra:rigement was deemed satisfactory. 
D~scription of typical test: After the · slab was in position, the 
fack: \,as ccfutered and all strain g~es hooked to the strain indicator. 
Ames dials w:ere placed at three . points near the centerline of the slab to 
detect .. warping. Crack measurements at the centerline were taken with 
Ames dials pennanently niounted 1 and any cracks occurring between plugs 
imbedded at the base of the slab were measured with Ames dialso In 
Series 1 and 2 the strain gages were zero~d and an initial load of 2 kips 
placed.on the slab. The load 'was then returned to ·zero and the zero load 
readings of the gages noted. These readings varied between 200 and 300 
micro inches per in.ch. A second run was then made in increments of .33 . 
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· kip up to 2o67 kips. This was the calculated load · to give 401000 psi in 
the most highly stressed wireso The load was then returned to zero1 the 
zero load readings again noted, and the gages re~zeroedo This run was 
repeated and the gages again rechecked for zero. In no case did any cracks 
occur in the Series 1 and 2 tests at this point. 
A final test was then made in im rements of 067 kip and . carried 
.through to failure. Dial readings for deflection and for crack openings 
were taken simultaneously with strain gage readings. This data is 
recorded on pages 40 to 67 of this report. When approaching failure, 
whenever possible, the Ames dials measuring crack openings at the center-
line were read continuously in order to obtain the maximum crack· width 
before failure. Deflections were measured with a rule when the deflection 
passed beyond the limits of the dial gages, which was 1 inch. The ulti-
mate load and load at failure were recorded, and other readings taken 
whenever possible at these points. Zero readings were usually taken after 
failure of the slab. 
The procedure for Series 3 was identical to that for the first - two 
series except that the slab was loaded in increments of .so kip for 
both the runs within the elastic limit and the final runo 
Fi gure 20 
Fi gure 21 
Transpor ting test slabs 





Top: soldering external lead wires 
Bottom: photograph of underneath side of Series 3 slab showing l ead 
wires~ Note crack plugs on sideo 
28 
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Figur e 24 
Slab 1-A at beginning of test 
The operations being perfonned1 from left to right, are: (1) Controlling load with hydraulic jack and Ander son strai n indicator 
(2) Measuring distance between crack plugs with A.Ines dial gage 
(3) Recording data 
( 4) Reading strains using a Baldwin-Southwark SR-4 strain indicator 
hoolrnd to an Anderson 24 gage switching unitq 
Concrete cylinder in foreground contains compensating gage(> It was cast 
in concrete in order to more nearly foll_ow the variation of temperature 
in the slab. 
Figure 25 
The following four photographs show slab Series l...C under progressive 
loading. The above picture shows test ready ·to begin. 
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Figure 26 
Slab 1-C at u1 te load of S. 25 kips and a def'lectien of about 1. 4" . 
Note that th sl b has deflected beyond the limit of the Ames dial 




Slab l....C just before failure 
Figure 28 
Slab l....C immediately following failure at 2.5 kips. Wood block beneath 
t he slab prevented its falling more than about an incho The wires 
usually broke one· at a t ime, thus giving warning before collapsing. 
33 
Figure 29 
Testing ~lab 2,..J3 
34 
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Fi g'llre 30 
Detail of hydraul i c loading jack and l oading cell 
36 
Figure 31 
Ames dial arrangement for measuring cente~line crack opening and deflection of slab 
37 
· Figure 32 
Zeroing strain gages 
' 
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EXPLANATION OF TABLES 
The following tables are a compilation of data taken during the slab 
tests. Three runs of each slab are shown. The first two are withi.Q. the 
elastic limit, while the third carries the results to failure. The 
positions of the gages are shown in the diagrams following this . eA'])lanationo 
Strains are given in micro ·inches per inch and may be converted to 
stress (psi) by multiplying by 30 (using E = 30 x 106). The final run 
has been converted in this manner with those stresses above the yield 
point obtained from an average stress-strain curve made from samples of 
the wire usedo 
"B.L." indicates the point where strains have passed beyond the 
limits of the measuring bridge used. This value is 6000 micro inches per 
inch for the Anderson bridge, which was used on test slabs 1-A, 1-B, 1-C, 
and 2-.A; and 17,500 -for the Baldwin-Southwark SR-4 bridge used on test 
slabs 2-B, 2-C, 3-A, 3-B, and 3-C. All values are tension except those 
followed by a small "c" d~noting compression. In all cases the ultimate 
and failure loads and maximum deflection of slabs are shown. Since all 
readings could not be taken simultaneously, values f,or strains and crack 
openings at these points were taken whenever possible. 
The tables showing crack and deflection ·measurements give all read-
ings in thousandths of an incho The ·three deflection readings are at the 
bottClll of the page and their respective positions are shown on the data 
sheet diagram. The centerline crack gages (indicated by "0N" and "OS") 
we,re read continuously throughout the testo The crack · plugs 1-NE, 2P"INE, 
etc., were read whenever a crack occurred between these points. The 
actual positions of these cracks· are sho'Wtl as wavy lines on the data 
QJ.eet diagram. Since these readings _were taken at the base of the slab, 
39 
they have been corrected to the crack opening occurring at the elevation 
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Due to lack of space on the regular data sheet, it was decided to 
place the initial runs on a separate page. Since only the A, H, e, and 
J gages show appreciable change, the others have been om.ittedo 
Initial loading for Series 3-A and 3-C are shown in the regular 
data sheetso 
Set in zero readipgs (micro inches/inch)i initial loadings 2000 lbs. 
Slab Slab Slab Slab Slab Slab Slab 
Gage 1-A 1-B 1-C 2-A 2-B 2-C 3-8 
4H !+o 
3H 210 290 270 170 180 210 210 
2H 240 170 310 260 100 240 250 
lH 260 160 220 280 150 180 280 
lA 190 210 230 260 160 220 180 
2A 220 280 19.0 120 220 120 
3A 170 300 300 · 150 120 210 130 . 
4A - 280 
lB 30 60 10 80 10 80 30 
28 60 50 180 60 40 50 20 
38 40 90 40 70 10 60 40 
48 30 30 20 40 20 30 30 
3J 10 10 40 
2J 40 90 140 
lJ 50 10 130 -
Gage 0 0.33 0.67 1.00 1.33 1.67 2.00 
. lH 0 11.0 ?~() .uo SQO 7.FiO ·Q?.r; 
2H 0 120 2RO 4 .lO 5()0 750 Q2.=i 
lH 0 9.5 100 .4Fi0 h.4.c; fi] ·.c; 1 n20 
lA 0 30 H~O 2Cl0 440 !:ifiO 67c; 
2A 0 60 2?.r; .lhr; .'il c; 6c;c; Al r; 
' 
.U 0 170 lRr; . c:;1:; 645 fi{;() ] 040 
1 R . 0 .0 10 10 10 20 20 
?.R 0 .0 0 10 10 20 20 
38 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
lC 0 0 () () 0 0 1 0 
3C 0 _Q 0 0 0 10 10 
.. 
hA 0 0 0 () 0 _O () 
7A 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 
~A 0 Q 0 0 0 0 () 
6R 0 _Q () 0 () 0 . () 
. ~n 0 () 
. " 
" 
0 0 {) 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 1-A 
Strain in micro inches/inch 
LO AD I N K I P S 
2.33 2.67 0 Re- 0.33 0.67 
" 
1 OR=i 12.1c; 10 0 120 260 . 
1075 122~ 0 0 120 270 
llQO 1.17.Ci 0 0 110 . 280 
7Rc; 870 30 ~ 0 40 170 
Q.4 c; 11 ~" . l () ~ 0 70 22.c; 
1200 1.17.c; 30 0 l ."iO 310 
lO 10 10 0 o · 0 
30 30 10 0 0 0 
20 20 10 . 0 0 0 
10 1 0 Ci 0 0 0 
10 10 1 () 0 0 0 
() {) n {) {) 0 
0 0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 () 0 () 0 0 
" 





1.00 1.33 1.67 2.00 2.33 · 2.67 0 
460 600 750 Q.35 1100 12.tiO · 0 
450 600 730 935 1085 1245 0 
515 675 A15 1065 1245 14nc; 0 
320 450 550 685 805 8.90 20 
- ,-. 
.400 "'l Ci Fic;r:; A.1.r:; a An 112n 1n -
515 675 80.5 1020 1180 ·1_36s 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 10 10 . 20 0 
0 0 0 0 10 10 0 
.0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 n n 
_Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Q 0 0 0 _Q 0 n 
Q 0 n 0 fl n n 
0 () 0 & 0 .n 0 n 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 1-A 
Upper value shown is stress (psi); lower value is strain (micro inches/inch) 
... 
April 18, 1951 
.. 
L O A D IN K I p s 
Gage 0 0.67 1.33 2.00 2.67 3.00 3.33 3.67 4.00 4.50 2.40 Zero 
0 8700 18300 28050 37050 42000 46350 50250. 56100 77000 
lH 0 290 610 93S 121c; 1400 1545 l67S 1870 2760 110 
0 6450 18300 28050 37050 41550 46350 51600 56700 78000 
2H 0 21 ~ 610 q35 1 ?.1c:; llR'i 1 c;.1_c; 1 7?0 HH'ln ~070 11 i;o 
0 9600 20700 31500 41850 46350 51600 55500 60300 1qooo 
.lH 0 320 690 1050 13q5 1545 1720 1 ~ c;n 2"10 uoc; 710 
; 0 5850 13500 20250 26100 28350 30900 34200 36750 51600 
lA 0 195 450 675 870 945 10.10 11.:10 l 2?t; 172() gs 
0 7800 16800 25500 33450 37350 40950 45300 50350 67500 
-
--2A 0 2f;O 111 i; l ?.4'i 1 :;1 n lhQ~ ?? c:;o 
.. 
-----i;ho R'iO l 1f;S q _c; 
0 10350 20550 30900 40800 45300 48300 55350 65400 78000 
3A 0 .l4S h~t:i 1010 l.l60 PilO 1610 1R4c; 2lRC1 :n2n .120 
0 0 300 0 0 300 0 28950 36450 39000 
lB o- 0 10 0 0 10 0 96.5 1215 1300 215 
0 300 300 600 900 2550 4800 42150 47700 · 56100 
')fl 0 10 10 20 l() Re; 16.0 _ ___ JAQ5- _ ___ 1590. _ 1870 0 -- - --·-.. -- --·-·-- -·· - - - -- - - -
- . 
0 0 0 300 600 1500 3600 40500 46650 55050 
.lB 0 0 0 10 20 50 120 13_c;o 1555 1835 0 
0 0 300 300 300 600 600 1200 1500 2100 
IC 0 0 10 10 10 20 . ~ 20 4() :;o 70 40~ 
-
0 0 0 300 300 300 1500 2850 3300 900 
.,r. 0 0 0 10 c. lOc:. 10 t' c; () t' Qc; ~ 110 c 10 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 300 ()00 ()00 goo 
6A 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 30 30 30 110 
0 0 0 300 300 300 300 600 600 900 
7A 0 0 0 10 10 10 10 20c.. 20~ 30 c. 110 
0 0 0 0 0 0 300 300 300 300 
AA 0 0 0 () 0 0 10 1 ()r 1 () l' l () c. 'l() c 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 300 300 300 
An () 0 · o 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 10 
....... 






ON 0 1 .l 





N 0 q 2.l 
c 0 10 ?.1 
s 0 10 ?. c; 




] _NH' 0 
l-SF. 0 
ON 0 3 7 
()~ 0 3 8 
1-NW 0 
1-SW . 0 
2-NW 0 
2-SW 0 
N 0 2; Cil 
r. 0 ?l 4q 
s 0 2 _c:; c:;4 
CRACK AND DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS IN CONCRETE CONTAINING WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 1-A 
April 18, .1951 
.. 
Load in Kips Dial Readings in Inches x 103 






h 7 1 () 12 14 : lh () ? l [ . R 10 B l r; 17 
_c; 7 q ]2 14 lh 0 1 2 
-~ 







35 49 62 76 AQ l nl . 0 10 22 .lR 49 . 62 79 8Q 10.l 
lh 4() hl 74 Re:; Qh 0 1 () 22 37 · 49 59 74 Rf; 97 
l~ c; l hh 7q Q? 1 nr; 0 10 'H ]Q S2 h'1 81 01 1 "" 
. ~ 
" Inches x 103 Load in Kips Dial Readings in 
2.00 2.67 3'.00 3.33 3.67 4.00 4.50 2.40 
Ill t: _ F~fl 
* 7 ?() I 
* h lQ 
l .l 16 18 21 24 2f; 44 . 
11 · 17 ?() 2.l ?{:.. ?A 47 
.. 
*17 lQ ?? 




78 101 11.'i 111 l r;i1 ?. c:;4 4f;0 
72 q4 · 107 -. 121. ]41 ?.lR 4f;1· 2 _c:;f;O 






N, C and Sare Ames 
dial gages recording 
deflection·of slab. 
All others are .for 
measuring crack 
openings. 
The posi ti.om of cracks 
are denoted by a wavy 







Plugs for crack 
openings are 6" o.c. 
The letter "X" indi-
cates the section in 
which the main body 
of strain gages is 
located. 




STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED' -IRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 1-0 
Strain in micro inches/inch 
LO AD I N K I P S 
Gage 0 0.33 0.67 LOO 1.33 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 0 Re- 0.3 3 0."67 1.00 1.33 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 0 
. 0 
lH 0 130 2Rt:; 4h0 62c; Roe; 96_c; 11.lO 1290 10 c. 0 120 310 475 645 R1_c; ORc; llf;.O 1·nn 1" ,r: 
I 
I I 
2H 0 10 21 S ~ 375 c:;1 5 675 I 81 c:; 935 1050 85 c Q__ l_ _  ~_40 250 410 590 740 890 , 1036 1170 10 c. 
I -
.lH 0 q5 ! 270 410 sqo 760 q?. c; 1 nc;o 1155 q5' 0 95 290 440 620 7Qc; Q.t.~ 1110 12.c;c; 20 L 
I I : 
610 









-2A n~ap ,Hd nn1 f1ml"t:i nn l -~ 
- ! I ! . 
' 
1A 0 1h0 l c;c; c;1 0 hhc; RhO 1000 11 c;o 12.QO 20 ~ O · 160 , -~}.{) 4Q_c; 6.lt:; 825 985 1160 1300 u~ 
- ! 
I ! i I 
I ]R 0 I 10 0 0 .. 0 I 0 '}_() .40 70 ?. c; 0 1 () . 1 () 1 () 'l{) -in ,:;,n ,:;,n oc:: 1n 
I 
I 
I i I 
2R 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 i 1 () 2() 4() 20 I 0 0 0 0 0 o · 1 () 10 ?n 0 
I I I I 
! 
! ] o I 10 . 10 20 ~ 20 38 0 1 {) I g 1 c:; 2() 2.() I 10 hO RO 70 I 0 0 10 10 
I i 
I 
I l i 
?.O ... I lC 0 40 t. ' 10 r _1c; c . H c .10 ~ l() c 40 c 10 c 40 C. I I 0 () 10 .... 1~ ?O .... , () c. 20 c. 40a 2n,r lOL I 
I I I 
I 
I I I I ! 







0 0 0 0 0 hA 0 0 5 5 5 10 ' 10 10 20 10 0 () 0 I 0 0 I 
I I I I I I 
7A 0 I 20r_ l 1 () c. 1 c; ,.. JO r 1 () ~ 10 c. ?.O ,. ?("I,. ?n e.. () () () 0 0 {) 0 0 I Cl 0 
I I I AA 0 i '}_{) c. I .10 c. "l{) ,.· 'ln c. .40 c. 10 c. 70 c. l:i() c. 10 c.. 0 0 io 10 10 0 10 . .10 10 20 
f;R 0 I 10 ... ·10 £.. 10 ~ 2.0 c. 20 c. 20 c. 10 c. 0 10 c I 10 , {) 10 0 0 0 n 'ln 0 0 
I I 
~A 0 () 1(), ?n , ?n, lOc:. ! ,n~ 1 c; ~ inc.. 1 ~ c.. 
" 
{) l () 1 {) 
" 




I I ., 
I I 
I I ! 
! 
4 _5 ·· 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED .WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 1-B 
Upper value shown is st~ess (psi); lower value is strain (micro inches/inch) 
B. L. indicates Beyond Limits of indicator or over 6000 micro inches/inch April 12, 1951 
L O A D I N K I P S 
Gage 0 0.67 1.33 2.00 2.67 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 4.60 2.70 2.50 2.45 Zero 
0 9300 . 19350 29250 39600 44700 52500 57850 81000 81000 B .. L. B.L. 
lH 0 310 645 975 1320 1490 l150 1995 ]840 4200 B_.L.__ ~ J.L.L ... 400 
0 6750 16800 25800 34200 37650 42300 45750 78500 81500 B.L. JLL. 
2H 0 225 560 860 114_0 1255 1410 1525 3200 4600 Il.L. H~L. 250 
0 8400 18300 28050 37350 41250 46350 50850 78000 81000 B.L. B.L. 
.lH 0 2RO fi 1.0 g1_c; 1245 1315 . 1545 1 fi95 .1040 4100 B. L. B.L. 410 
0 8700 19050 29200 40200. 45000 52200 62400 81000 B.L. B. L. B.L. 
lA 0 JQO 6.15 QQO 1 .140 1 c;oo 1740 ?.ORO '\~~() R.L R.1.:_ B. I . .lRO 
0 9900 19950 2q100 39600 44400 50850 62100 80500 B.L. B.L. B.L. ---~ 
.U 0 .HO 66.i 990 1320 1480 1695 2070 3740 B.:L. B.L. n.1. 300 
0 0 0 900 2550 3600 8100 45450 53700 57300 57900 5q550 
18 0 0 0 30 85 120 220 1 .1:il c; 17QO 1 QJO 1<no 1(}85 240 
0 JOO 300 300 600 1500 4200 27300 31500 33150 33150 33750 
2R 0 10 10 I 10 20 c;o 140 Ql () J()c;() 11 ():; 1105 112c:; 80 c I 
0 0 0 i 300 600 1500 5400 37050 45000 47400 48300 4q500 I 
lR 0 0 0 I 10 ?.() 50 l RO l ?le; le;()() 1 CiRO 1610 lfi50 l 00 c. 
0 0 0 : 0 0 0 300 3300 6450 8700 9900 9000 I 
l r, 0 0 0 0 Q Q l_Qc. 110 21 r:; 2QO 1.lO JOO lOOc 
0 0 300 300 300 300 300 5100 8100 9600 9900 11250 
-
1r. 0 0 10 10 10 10 ]_n 17() ?70 l?() ·no 37c; ?.() 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 900 900 900 1200 1200 f;A 0 0 0 0 _Q _Q () 10 G 10 ~ l() c ' ,1() ~ 40 c 100 
0 0 0 0 0 300 300 600 600 900 900 1500 
7A 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 . ?.0 20 .10 .lO 50 30 
0 0 0 0 300 300 300 2100 2850 2100 2100 2850 
RA 0 0 0 0 10 r. 10 c 101:. 70 95 70 70 95 100 
0 600 300 600 600 900 1200 900 300 1500 1200 1200 
6R 0 ?() c. 1 O c ?.O c ?.O c lOc 40 c. .lO c ] 0 c. c;o c 40 c. , 40 e 80 c 
0 300 300 300 300 600 600 600 900 600 0 300 
RR 0 10 c 10 c 10 c 10 c 20_e 20 c ?.O c. l() c ?.() c. 0 10 c 30 c 
Load 







()'N' 0 2 4 





N 0 8- ')? 34 
~ 0 7 ??. '\Ci 
s 0 7 ?l 1Ci 
Load 
Dial 0 
-0.67 1.33 2.00 





ON () . l h 11 





N 0 ?.4 Ci() 77 
r. 0 '}. c; Ci?. RO 
s 0 2 ') dQ 76 
. 
CRACK AND DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS IN CONCl\ET]rtlE~TAINI_NG WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 1-B 
in Kips Dial Readings in Inches x 103 
. . 
. l.33 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 0 0.33 0.67 1.00 1.33 1.67 2.00 2.33 
. 0 
I 
0 , 1 
·1 I 
0 'i I 
0 i I ; 
I 
6 8 , 10 1?. 14 0 1 3 s l 8 I 9 11 12 
I 







47 60 71 89 105 0 10 25 39 48 . 66 78 91 
~ h? 73 Q() 106 0 10 25 39 47 66 80 92 
47 c;Q 71 R7 1,n 0 Q ?.d. .17 _c:;o h4 76 AR 
in Kips Dial Readings in Inches x 103 
2.67 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 4o60 2.70 2.50 2.45 
Ult. Fail. 
* 21 23 2.'i '24 I 
* ?.l ?.A 1~ 
1.t 17 ?n ?A Ci?. lhO ?AO 
~ . 
14 17 ?.O ?. Ci c;?. lhl ?~ 
* lf, ?n ., l ' ?.1 lf. 
* 20 I lR· ?.1 7.Q 
1 n1 11 R 1.d.A 'l c;q Ci~h 110~ 
lOh · 12? . 14.G ?hh CiRl 1 ?17• 2700 
101 lH~ 147 ?El.4 .'i 7 _c; 11 QR 














N, C and Sare Alles 
dial gages recording 
· deflection of slab. 
All. others are for 
measuring crack 
openings. 
2-NE '2-SE . 
...,_ ____ .,..:1-SE. 




Plugs for crack 
openings are 6" ,o.c. 
The letter "X" indi-
cates the section in 
which the main _body · 
of strain gages is 
located. 
* Visible crack 
occurred. 
7 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED WIRE }"'ABRIC 
Slab No. 1-C 
Strain in micro inches/inch 
.. LOAD I N K I P S 
.. 
;,:· 
· Re- .• " Gage 0 0.33 0.67 1.00 1..33 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 0 0 • .33 o·.67 LOO 1.33 1.67 .2.00 2·.33 2.67 ·o 0 . . 
" 





?J.l n <in ,~n 41; {;1111 · 7Rn 0.111 11 nn 1 ').Q() . 10 () on ?. t;{) .d..l ~ f;l" 780 . o?.n nnn l'>A.R 
" 
.lH 0 110 270 4.lri lilO ROO QftO n c;o · 1:no Pi 0 105 . 260 420 600 790 94.li 1140 130§ 0 
H 0 1.=rn .100 4 .10 635 Roe; qqo 1170 1.120 .10 0 170 .100 485 ""; A.CiO 102.0 l ?.Ori 1140 0 
?! () A; 2:;o 410 i:;70 .no ~70 l02C\ 11 ~() {) () 11 () 2c;o .420 570 720 AAO 1040 l]QO- 5 
--------
u {) lhll 'l..i; . 4~() f;:;O A?O ()()0 llhO l l?i"'\ . . ?.11 c. 0 l c; () ~?.O 470 h.:10 ~00 <)QO 1170 11'U\ .Ii 
lR 0 20 · ?0 11 O 110 110 OS lhO lhO 1.:10 0 0 0 0 0 · O 0 0 .10 10 
?R . 0 () 0 1 () int:... , n t"' 4() It!... . d.(),. '10,. i Rn tt:!. ! 0 , n,. 10, 10 t:.' 20.e. ·.10-~ 10c. .10,,,.. 40 c An&. 
I 




10~ lOe lOe.. lOc 0 0 u.c. .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 c. 20 .... 20 c. ! 0 10~ lOc 10 e. ' · 




3C 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : I .. 




n · 1 n 1 n ?.n ?.n ?n 1n 1 n 0 0 . 0 . 10 2.n .,n .10 ,n -"n ~O · :, .. 
I I I .. . ,-..... 10 & 1n £ lOc o· 0 " , • 0 ! 10,. ! 10 ... .. :.:,• ~!,. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , () 0 0 0 -~ : . •, . 
I 
; 
. }1' ~ ) 0 , . 
· hH n 0 . ~ () o · () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(} . 0 0 f ',· 
;.· 
. - · ··:-':· 'J· .. 
' • 
20 c. 20. 2n II!. 20c 20 .. 1n -.. ·}~ .' ~ 7 
'211 (\ 
" " 









STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS ·1 :~ WELDED. WIRE FABlUC 8 
Slab No. 1-t 
Upper value shown is stress (psi); lower vahe is strain (micro inches/inch) 
April 19, 1951 
i 1 0 A D I N K I P S 
Gage 0 0.67 1.33 2.00 2.67 3.00 3.33 3.67 4.00 4.50 2.61 ' .• 50 Zero I 
0 8700 18600 28500 39000 43800 48600 52500 57900 76000 81000 
lH 0 290 620 %5 noo ] .:i(;Q l (; ?,() 1 7c;() ]<HO 270() 1c;70 n ! • 
0 7800 14850 21000 26100 29550 30000 34500 38700 54600 78000 
2H 0 ?.h0 4q~ 7()() 870 QRc; 1 ('I(){) 11 c;() l.')qO 1 R?.O U()() fi ,tS 
0 6750 12600 22500 30300 36000 41400 49500 58800 66lJOO 7QOOO 
1H 0 ? ') _c; 420 7 CiO ]01.0 l '>.00 l 1RO lf;=i() 1%0 ?.?,() UlO 365 
0 8700 19650 30000 40200 46800 50700 54750 60300 76000 0 
lA 0 'l,()0 Fi:;:; l ()()() 1.140 l "ih0 H-.()0 1n:; ?()1 0 2 7()() .o -~ ' '. i'\ 
0 7500 17100 26400 35700 40200 44100 47400 52200 53850 0 
?. A 0 ? =i() 570 RRO 11 qo 1 .140 1470 1 =iR() 1 74() ] 7 11.S 0 0 
0 ·7200 15600 27600 36900 42600 47400 50700 56100 60.300 0 
.1A 0 240 520 C)?.0 l '..?.10 1420 1;~0 1 fi ,)() 1~70 ?.01 0 0 . '-).')' 
0 0 300 .300 600 1800 3300 5400 9000 50200 54700 
lR 0 0 1n 10 20 (;0 110 lRC) 10() l 67S 1 R25 200c 
0 0 0 0 0 0 300 1500 6450 55200 61200 6 -L~OO 
')f'l I n () 0 0 () ('. 1n .; (') ?1.; 1 RM1 2()J() ·140 1 ()() 
0 0 0 0 0 600 600 1800 6000 47100 54150 
.1 11 0 0 0 0 0 7.0 20 60 ?.00 1570 l ROS llO 
-
0 0 0 300 600 ()00 600 600 900 5400 6 -WO 
lf' 0 0 0 l () ?() .10 _20 20 30 180 2.10 00 - I'-
?(' C!;:u re did 1 1ot furn tion 
o. 0 0 0 0 0 300 300 0 300 300 
1(: 0 0 0 0 0 "' 10 10 0 lC1 10 ll::i u 
0 0 () 300 0 300 300 600 C)00 2250 2550 
tiA () () () 1 () 0 10 l () ?() l() . ?S RS 0 
0 0 0 0 0 300 300 300 0 300 300 
7A 0 0 0 0 _O 10 10 10 0 10 10 140 
·-
0 0 0 900 600 600 300 1500 1500 2250 2550 
RA 0 0 0 10 20 20 10 50 so 75 85 85 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
hR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 · o 300 300 600 300 300 0 0 300 
~R n (') () i n 1 0 ?.{) 10 10 ~ o · ]O 10 c. 
--· 







ON 0 0 1 





N () 11 ') 1 
c 0 10 ?l 
s 0 q 21 
Dial 0 0.67 1.33 





ON () l _c; 
OS 0 4 8 




N Q__ ~ 2Q c;7 
c 0 _27 _ c;4 
...; () 2Q _c; Cj 
CRACK AND DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS IN CONCRETE CONTAINING WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 1-C 
April 19, 1951 
Load in Kips Dial Readings in .Inches x 103 











2 4 h q 1 {) l? 0 0 1 . 2 s 7 q 10 12 







-- --- t---·- -- - - ---- - --- -- -
47 c;o h.4 77 RQ 1 {)() 0 .17 ..:1.? c;h 7 c; . Rl Qf; 107 llQ 
1c; 47 hl 7.4. ~h q7 ' __Q_ 12 _26 __ '-Jg 52 66 79 go 101 · 
.le; 48 62 75 RR QR 0 12 26 39 53 67 RO q3 icn 
Load in Kips Dial !{eadings in Inches x 103 
2.00 2.67 3.00 3.33 3.67 4·.00 4.50 2.61 2.50 
~. Fail .. 
v/t:: ' S-.ZS',c 




10 ll ,~ 17 ?{) ?..4 .17 lf;q 
1 ') 16 lR 21 24 2Q 44 lf;l 
*'>.7 ·,n 
*?c; 'l() 
--- - - ··-- - ---- -
·-
>- - .----- r---- - --- -
- --
>-- - -- - - ---- - ~-- - -- - -~~~ 
_ _fil.__ 105. 121.. __ -159.. H~? _.lB.fi __ _ A.6.5 __ 
- -·-~ - - - - -- - - --- - - - - - -- ·- ---- - - - -· - -- - ·- . - - -- ----
~ - · · 
Rn 103 __ 118._ Lllf> __ _ 159_ lBA__ _ _45_6 ___ · __ 211R 26% 
82 1 nc; 120 138 lF.'l 1 RC) ;:if;f; 
; 
Note: 
N, C and S a.re Alles 
dial gages recording 
deflection of Jlab. 







Plugs for cr&ek: 
. 6" ·, openings are , . , ct •. ct· · 
The letter "X" indi.--
ca te s the section in 
which the ma.in body 
of strain gages is 
located. 
* Visible crack 
occurred. 
50 
$TRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS ·: N WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 2-. i. 
Strain in micro inches/inch 
L O A D I N l·: I P S 
Gage 0 0.33 0.67 1.00 1.33 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 0 '.{e- 0.33 0.67 LOO 1.33 () 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 0 
-
10 c ! 
I 
lH 0 1 () 170 H() Cj,()Cj, f;7:; Rrn. 1 ff~() 122() 0 l() l o c; 11;i; c; c;() 71() O?Ci. 11 nc; 1 ,~n 1 n c. 
2H 0 40 230 440 6.1 =; RlO 1 ()()() 11 HO .I 1 %() 5 I () c;o I 270 4h0 645 8-l() 10?0 1 ,no 1 lQt; 0 
! I I I 
lH 0 10 1QO l c;() c;2f; 720 8()0 1 Ofi() I 1 nc; l O c. I 0 ?.() ?.()t; lfiS Ci70 7h0 oi;i; 11 ~" 1·u.o 10 c:. 
. I I 
I 
lA 0 60 ?. c;n 41() h0() 7QCi. Q c;c; I 
11 "" 
l 't()() i; ct I () 7() f 27() .1c;o f,.~Cj, 
~"" 
1 ()()() 117() 1 lCi.() 0 I 
I I 
i 
2A 0 10 Hm . lh!:i c;c;o 74() 8QO 1oc;n ! 122() . 40 e i 0. 22c; 420 S'lO I 760 Q45 1140 1?. QC) s c : I 1r, . I 
I I i I -I I 




I I JT 0 O i 0 0 ! _c; 0 0 10 40 0 I 0 o i 5 10 10 20 20 .10 50 .10 
I I I 21 0 0 I 0 0 ' .Ci 0 ~ 10 2:; 0 I 0 5 10 10 20 '2() .10 .'iO .10 I O I 
I 
I I I 1 T 0 () () 0 .'i c; 1 () ?.Cl I l() _:; I 0 5 B 20 ?.O .10 10 t;O 1n i 0 , 
- I I I I ! I 
! 
-
lB 0 0 0 0 5 5 .lO I 70 130 40 i 0 I 0 0 5 10 30 40 50 85 0 
i ! 
I 
5 160 I 
I 




i I i I lR 0 0 0 0 5 0 l ('\ 40 <) .5 20 G i 0 0 ; 0 I 5 10 15 20 30 50 .10 
I I I I 
I 
I 
10 10 10 0 hA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
! 
I I 0 0 1 () '}() 0 . 7A 0 () 0 0 () 0 () 0 0 0 0 O I 0 0 0 
~A () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 i 0 0 0 0 s 1 () 5 
! i I I s .'i 10 .Ci 1 r, 0 () 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 10 0 : 0 0 0 0 5 
i 
" 
Ci. 1n 1n ?.C'. () 0 () () 0 . . () 0 0 () ' 0 0 0 0 ! 0 0 5 
I I 
l 




! I I 
I 
I 
Gage 0 0.67 1.33 . 2.00 2.6 7 
0 5820 16500 28350 38700 
:rn 0 Jq4 c;::;o Q4 _c; 1 ?_Q() 
0 8100 19050 30600 41590 
2H 0 270 635 1020 138.c; 
0 6150 17100 28950 39goo · 
l H 0 ?.nc; 'i70 Ohc; l l l() 
0 8400 18750 30000 40200 
1 A 0 2AO h2.c; 10()() 1140 
0 6900 17400 28350 38700 
2A 0 2.1n _c;90 945 1290 
0 8100 18300 30000 40200 
.l A 0 270 hl O 1000 lUO 
0 0 150 450 1200 
3 T 0 0 s 15 40 
0 0 300 600 1200 
2 T 0 0 10 20 '10 
0 0 300 600 1200 
lT 0 0 10 20 40 
0 0 900 2250 3300 
lR 0 0 .lO 75 110 
1 0 0 1500 3000 3900 
28 0 0 i:;o l ()() no 
0 0 300 300 1200 
3 8 0 0 10 ] () 40 
0 0 300 300 300 
6 A 0 0 10 10 10 
0 0 150 300 600 
7 A 0 0 .'i 1 () 20 
0 0 0 0 0 
FU 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
l C' 0 () 0 () () 
0 0 0 -0 0 
? (' () 0 0 () 0 
L 
~ 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. -2-A 
Upper value shown i s stress (psi); lower value is st r ain (micro inches/inch) 
B. L. indicates Beyond Limits of indicator or over 6000 micro inches/inch 
LO A D I N K I P S 
3.00 3.33 3.67 4.00 l 4.33 4.so 4.81 3.21 
i 
44100 49q50 55500 64200 I 80500 82000 r; . L. 
1470 · 166.'i H~~O 2140 i .rnnn 6_c;70 !1 . L 
47100 52800 58350 62050 1 so500 82000 ;1 . L. 
1570 1760 1q45 2235 I 3800 6350 
51600 66000 !80500 81500 -· I 45450 57000 I 
I l i:;1:::., 1720 1 ()0() ?').()() 3710 f;()fi() 
45600 51600 57000 63600 77000 80500 
le; 2() 1720 lQOO ?l ?O ?..Rl O iil QO 
43800 49350 54750 62250 179500 81500 
I I 1460 1645 1825 2075 1 .l'i4() 5cn o 
45750 51()00 57300 65400 ,80500 82000 I 
I 1525 17]0 1 qJo 2180 lR25 6580 I 
22.50 4200 6150 8700 12000 12900 12900 
I I 
I I 
75 140 205 290 400 430 430 I I 
I i 2250 4500 6750 9300 12900 14550 114250 ! i I i I I 7:::., le;() 2?c; ll () d lO d~ S 47c; I 
' 
I 
2550 4800 7500 10200 14850 16800 18750 I i 





4200 6150 8400 10500 !13800 : I i 
140 20.:; ?AO 1"n I dhO ; I 4qs : c;c:;o I 
5250 7500 9600 12600 il6500 18300 1 21000 ! i 
17.S 2c:;o 320 420 I 5 =i() 610 700 I i 
2550 4200 6450 9000 !12900 15750 25500 I I I 
Ac; l ,in ?.1 r; l()() .no _i:;2c:; Rc:;O I I 
600 600 . 900 900 .1200 
i 
I 
20 20 30 30 40 I 
600 900 1200 1500 1800 I I I - ! ! 20 lO .r1n c;o hO 
150 150 300 600 900 
! 
'i _c; 10 20 l() ! 
150 150 300 300 300 I I i 
=i c; 1 () 10 10 I 
150 150 300 300 300 i i • i:; 







I i I 
5 1 




i I I 











I I I i 
l I I I 
I I I I ! i I I 







i I I I ! I 
I 
I 
I i i I I I ! I 
I i i 
i 
I ; 




Dial 0 0.33 0.67 1.00 
Nn_ 
'J-~.w () 
?-~Ji' ' {) 
1-Nr< () 
1 -"r. () 
()N 0 0 ?. A 
()" () l ? .4 
l _N\.J n 
. 1-~"" () 
?.-"1"1 () . 
, _c;;.'.hl n 
N () c; ,~ ?.7 
r. () c:; l c; ?.7 
-~ 
() h H, ?.7 









1 7 11 
l'\, 
" 
A Q 1 'l 
1-NW () 








, c:; An (;.Q 
r {) 1A .4c; 7c; 
~ 0 ')() Ac; 71 
rn.\GK AND DEFLECTION MEASUl{EHENTS IN CONCRETE CONTAINING WELDED WIIU. FABRIC 
Slab No. 2-A 
Load in Kips Dial [leadings in Inches x 103 






h ~ ln 1? 1 " 
" " 
? 4 h 8 11 





lQ Ci2 hA ~l ()'Q () c; 1 " ?~ 4() 54 fiA 
lA c:;? h:; AO QQ () h 17 lO 41 c;R hl 
lQ 'il h..i 7q Oh () h 17 ']q 42 'ifi fiQ 
Load in Kips Dial Headings in Inches x 103 
2.67 3.00 3.33 3.67 4.00 4.33 4.50 4.81 4.58 3.74 3.21 
Irlt:_ F!l; 1 _ 
: 
1 c; lA ??. 
'" 
'll c;.1 1 N) 't?l ?f;() ?.al 1?~ 
17 ?n ?1 ?7 'l '> ~A 00 "In~ 110 'lhh 
't.In vi la;l,.l.:. lt'-r!ll,.t, ,i•·• 'II --! ;" ~his c , !ll 'h -
OA 11? 111:i 1 c:;7 H:.io 'll a . . !;hl 
1 nn lHr l ~" lh? 1 OA 1?? C:h'> . 1 Q.{\() - 1 a"r ?nA" ?"l'>" 
QR lOQ l lh l c;7 177 'i,()Q !;.AA 











N, C and Sare Ames 
dial gage·s recording 
·deflection of· slab. · 
All others are for 
measuring crack 









Plugs for crack . . 
opeotnas .... ,6" .. ~,. 
. . . ~ 
The letter "X" · J.ati'.. 
catea tM aection '.J,l 
which the •in body-_ 
of strain gages is· 
located. 
* Visible crack 
·occurred. 
Gage 0 0.33 0.67 LOO 1.33 1.67 
· 3H 0 1 :;o l()() 470 
2H 0 20 lAO .l40 660 
lH 0 _c;o 220 400 750 
lA () ??() 410 AOO 
?A () 1 an 
.·u () ?() 
""" 
{) () () ?.O l {) 
21 0 0 0 0 20 10 
IT · 0 0 0 10 30 10 
lR 0 0 10 10 lO 20 
?.R 0 0 0 1 () 10 
0 10 l() 1 {) 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS 1~ WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 2-B 
Strain in micro inches/inch 
L O A D I N K I P S 
2.00 l 2.33 2.67 0 
I 
7Ci0 I Q] 0 lOAO 20 c 
Rl O 970 . 11 c;o 0 
q10 I 1010 1?.c;o 10 
1 () 
I 
A.d.() i 1 ()1 {) l ?()() 20 
i 
1n I 70 110 1 ?n 
I 
10 i ]~ 70 60 
I 
20 J 60 120 100 
· 1 
(;() I 120 200 180 
140 l l() 




0.33 0.67 LOO 
I 
30 170 
0 40 210 370 
0 60 240 420 
o I c;o .d.1() 
! 







0 0 " S 
CT O .'i 
0 0 10 
0 ; 5 10 
i. 





1. 33 · 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 3.00 0 
4Q() 670 QAO , 1120 12QO .10 c. 
530 710 870 1030 11 70 1 ·u.n 
SQO 780 940 1110 1260 1440 10 c. 
610 Al O QQO 11 ~() 11c;n 1 Ci .10 10 c 
Ci20 710 890 1040 1200 llAO 0 
. ,r • 
. 'ilO fiQO 
_c; 1 () 1 " ?.() c;o an 70 
10 1n l~ ?O AO RO 70 
10 15 20 30 _c;o 1 oo ~n 
10 20 20 30 60 120 80 
10 10 1 c; .lO 110 
10 10 20 30 50 100 70 
i I 
~h~A.~~OL...4-~-loLO~~~O--~_J,OL-!-~----li<'.o-l-~~O!o{._~_J,o'-l-i~~o~~-~~~-+-~O---+-~~+l-- -~o~i~~OL+-~~o-+-~~o\L_~~oc...+~-~ot--___:OIL-f~~O'--t~~5-t-~-10;z__~/- ·~O---t 
I 10 20 0 ! 0 r 7 A. 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 5 10 10 10 20 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 O I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 
I 
~-~l~r---++-'n...._+---__.0..._1--__.0...._I--__.O~ _ __.O.,__I--__.O~~__.O~----()"--+---:;'-+-_____ A~~t----+- O I
I 
0 0 5 5 5 10 10 1n 10 5 ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 10 c. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
-----------------+-----..-------1--------+----r----r---~-·- - - --- ~ - --l----- +-----+----t---t-----1--~----,r---. 
5 .4 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 2-B 
Upper value shown is stress (psi); lower value is strain (micro inches/inch) 
· B.L .• indicates Beyond Limits of indicator or over 17 ,500 micro inches/in. June 13, 1951 
L O A D I N K I P S 
' Gage 0 0.67 1.33 2.00 2.67 3.00 3.33 3.67 4.00 4.33 4.50 : 4.62 4.67 4. 77 4.74 3.55 3.40 Zero 
I 
I 
0 5400 15300 25800 35100 39600 44400 49200 54600 68100 79000 82000 82500 86000 86000 
3H 0 180 510 860 1170 1320 ' 1480 1640 1820 2270 3390 5380 7110 7254 11564 8.S64 
0 6300 16200 26700 36000 41100 45900 50700 55800 68100 80000 1 82500 84000 86000 86000 
2H 0 210 540 890 1200 1370 1530 1690 . 1860 2270 3710 t, 550 Ql44 LH64 1 fi0fi4 l32R4 
0 7200 18000 28800 38700 43800 49200 54000 60000 72900 80000 82500 84000 86000 86000 
lH 0 240 (;()() Ohl! 12QO 14fi0 1640 lROO 2000 2c;qo 3770 6320 R.lOO 11 ~h . 12.'i44 Qf;f;,4 
0 7200 18600 30000 40800 46200 52200 57300 . 64500 78000 81500 83000 85000 86000 86000 
lA 0 240 620 1000 l.160 1c:;40 1740 1910 2150 2960 4£20 7250 Q394 12764 l4?.Q4 11264 
0 6000 16500 27000 36900 41700 48300 53100 57900 669~0 78000 81500 82000 84000 B.L. 
?. .\ 0 200 sc:;o 900 l 2.10 l.lQO lfilO 1770 lQ.lO 22.lO 3000 45 _c;o 6440 RfiR4 
0 6000 16200 26400 36000 40800 47100 51900 57000 70200 80000 82500 85000 86000 86000 
.lA 0 200 _c:;4n ~~r, 1 ?00 l lh0 1 i:;70 17.10 l QOO ?.140 .1760 6570 C)l 24 l ll .4.1. l l?.R4 l OC:.h.4 
0 0 300 450 ·900 1500 3000 4500 6900 10800 13800 58200 60600 63000 62400 
.'H 0 0 10 l " lfl c:;.() , ()() 1 c:;.() ?l() ·u;n 4h () 1 QJ.() ?.()?() ?.l ()() 2()fi0 fiOc 
-
0 0 300 300 900 1500 3000 4500 6900 9900 12600 54900 57000 58800 58800 
?T () () 1 () 1 () l() c;o l ()() 1 c;n ?. lO H() 4 ')() 1 RlO l Q{){) ]Qf;Q 1 Qf;,() ') .d.{), 
v 
0 150 300 600 900 1800 3600 5400 8100 11100 13800 606-00 63000 65400 65100 
1T 0 5 10 20 10 f;O 120 180 270 370 460 2020 2100 21 RO 2170 2'i0c 
0 300 300 600 1200 2100 4200 6000 8400 11100 57600 61800 63900 - 66000 66000 
lR 0 10 10 20 40 70 140 200 280 370 1920 2060 2130 2200 2200 30c 
0 150 300 600 1200 2100 4500 6600 9300 12900 57300 61500 63600 65400 1500 
?.n 0 ~ 10 20 40 70 ISO ?.20 .:no 4.lO 1q10 2050 2120 2180 t;Oc l30c 
0 0 300 600 1200 2100 3900 5100 8100 11100 51300 54900 56100 57600 54000 
lR () () l () ?{) .d.O 7() no l Q() 270 .170 1710 lRl() 1R70 1920 ]HOO 100 t: 
0 0 0 300 300 300 600 600 900 .1200 300 300 300 300 300 
f;A () () 0 10 10 l () ?fl ?.() 10 4() lOc: 1 Oc 1 Oc lOc. lOc 340 
0 0 150 300 450 600 900 qoo 1200 1500 900 3600 3900 4200 1200 
7A 0 0 s l () ic; 20 .10 .lO 40 so 30c. l20c. 130c . l40c 40 90 
0 0 0 0 150 300 300 450 600 900 900 600 450 300 2100 
RA () () 0 0 5 10 10 15 20 30 30 20 15 10 70 150 
0 150 150 300 300 300 450 600 600 600 9300 11400 12300 12900 13200 
lC 0 5 5 10 10 10 1.c:; . 20 20 20 310 380 410 430 440 240 
0 0 0 150 300 300 300 300 300 300 6900 8700 9300 9900 9900 
')(' () () () i; 1 {) '1 () 10 l {) , {) , {) .HO 2QO ll () 11{) H() ?0{) 
Dial 0 0.33 0.67 
\.T n 
2-~F 0 
2 - SF' 0 
1-NF' 0 
~ -r; 0 
C'!N 0 () 1 
()" 0 0 1 
1-NW 0 
1 -SW 0 
2-7-·IW 0 
2-SW 0 
N () 7 l q 
c 0 7 20 
s 0 7 l Q 
Dial 0 0.67 1.33 
No. 
2 - t'.:F 0 
2 - ."F 0 
1 - NF () 
1-SF Ci 
ON 0 2 6 
(I" () 2 h 
l - \:\\:' n 
_i~~w l . 
2-~·H•i i..J 
2-S\J () 
~ () ?. l c; l 
r. 0 2') c;, 
s () ?1 47 
·CRACK A,~D DEFLECTION MEASl'REMEN TS IN CONCRETE CONTAT \"!:NG WELDED wrnr, FAURIC 
Sl ab No. 2-B 
June 13 , 1 951 
Load in Kips Di a l Readings in Inches x 103 






l c; 7 q 11 1 4 fl () 1 .1 .s 8 10 1 2 1 4 16 
l c; 7 Q 1 1 l l · () () l 
' 







u 4c; hO 
" 
Q() 11 () () 
_L _ _21. __ v; 4q h4 7f:J. Q2 1 nc; 1?. c; 
11 AF. 60 74 q2 11 ?. 0 _ _6_ _ __ _2..C' __ _ 11_ ----4.8_ G4 79 q] 106 126 
ll 44 c;f; hR R l 1 ()') 0 7 ').() 14 45 63 72 85 98 116 
L oad in ·Kips Dial Readings in Inches x 10 3 
2.00 2. 67 3. 00 3.33 3.67 4 .00 4,.33 4.50 4.62 4.67 4.68 4. 77 4.74 3.50 3.40 Zero 
Ult _.___ Fail. 
-- -
*?? ?. , 24 ?h 26 10 
*}q _2_2 23 25 26 1 c; 
-
11 i:; 1 7 ?.l ? . .4 ?R 40 65 q2 1 0 2 _ 
--
l lh 190 207 294 392 
l () H Hi lQ ?1 2c; l h 64 91 10_1.c 1.12 186 202 ?.Rl ~AQ 
-
~27 . ?.R 2q 2Q 1 c; 
1 c; *? ') 
_25_ - 26 __21 
--
Al 11? 1?7 1 :;1 171 l RA ?.he; . . c;.c:11 R6A __ -68.B ----- --- ----· 
----- --- - - -
-- -·-·- -
--- ·-
AJ 1 11 l ::> c; UR lfi q 1% 2h2 541 877 . RR S 1200 1450 1570 2000 23QO 
77 l n.1 117 1 V ) 1 h" 1% ?.4 .1 .1:il4 ~?l R.i ~ 
-
Note: 
N, C and Sare Ames 
dial gages recording 
· deflection of slab. 











Plugs for crack 
openings are 6" o.c. 
The letter "X" indi-
cates the section in 
which the main body 
of strain gages is 
located. 
* Visible crack occurred. 
_5 6 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 2~c 
Strain in micro inches/inch 
L O A D I N I~ I P S 
Gage 0 0~33 0.67 LOO 1.33 I 1.67 2.00 l 2.33 2 .. 67 0 rle- 0.33 0.67 1.00 1.33 1.67 2.00 2.33 2.67 0 ~ () 
JH 0 l Ci l ()() ? 1'1 1.Ci() t:;l O Gqo A40 l lH() d,() c.. () () l ()() 270 ~Ci{) hAC\ 70" Q~n llM :; c.. 
'. 
2H 0 20 11 c:; 2c;o 1c;o _c:;.10 710 RQO . lMO 50 0 10 100 260 420 610 760 Q20 1070 0 I 
I 
I qo 6fi() RlO ()70 ?n lH 0 10 60 170 2;0 4.10 fil O ?RO %0 :rn 0 0 c;() 200 1Ci{) • 
! 
i 1 n?~ l A () l () .i:1.n lF,.() ?J:..() ,if;(') F,..1.,() A'>n 1 n1 0 1() () l i'! ')() ,~n lCi() c;An 7nn A7() () 
a I i I 
I 
I I ~ I 
2A 0 1 () 70 l Q(J 1()() 4 ()() fi7() i ~ i;n I 1 ni;n · An Cl I l () .'iO ?.l O ]7() c:;f..() 71() 8QO 104() () ! 
I 
I 
i ~ ' ~ JA 0 10 F,O 180 2fi0 460 I 620 ?RO I Qf.,() 10 c 0 ! 5 40 190 350 530 fiQO 840 Q~O 10 
l i 
I I 
?.Ci 70 .'iO 31 0 0 5 10 1 () 20 I 20 70 ' 1 QO 170 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 
I 1 
2T 0 () c; c; ·l () ?_() i ?. () ln I ()() RO u 0 0 0 10 1 () 1 () ?_() i;n lO i 
! 
I 
i I I i 





I I I 60 40 18 0 0 5 10 10 I 20 . 20 70 1 c;o 110 0 0 . 0 5 10 10 20 25 I 
-=---+-· 
I I 
?Jl () () ; 10 10 : 10 ?() l() l ?() l ()() 0 0 0 10 10 10 10 20 Ci() 30 
I I i ... I ! 
11() 0 10 10 10 20 50 30 lR 0 () :; 10 l () I 10 ?.l'1 I f..() 11 ('\ 0 0 0 
i I 0 () () () () () n () 0 n 0 () () hA () 
" 
n () () n () I 
I I 0 0 0 . . 0 0 n 7A () 0 0 0 0 0 0 () () () 
-°-f 0 0 0 
! J:;2,A () () () 0 () 0 () () n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 () 0 I 
i 
1 (". 0 0 0 () () 0 0 n 0 0 0 f". 0 0 0 '.) 0 0 0 0 0 
?~ () n 0 0 () . () () () () . () 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
: 
I · -I I I 
I 
51 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREHENTS TN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 2-C 
Upper value shown is stress (psi); lower value is s train (micro inches/inch) 
June 12, 1951 
L O A D I N K I P S 
·-
Gage 0 0.67 1.33 2.00 2 .. 67 3.00 3.33 3.67 4.00 4.33 4.50 4.67 4. 75 4.85 Zero 
0 3900 14100 24600 33600 38700 43800 48600 53400 61500 76800 81000 81500 
:rn 0 uo 470 · 820 1120 l 290 1460 1620 1780 2050 2560 4540 6134 5574 
0 3600 13200 23700 33000 37800 43200 48000 53100 64800 79000 81500 83500 
2H 0 120 440 790 1100 1260 1440 1600 1770 2210 34.10 6000 8264 8474 
0 2400 11700 21900 30300 35250 40800 45900 51300 60900 79000 81500 84500 
·l H 0 8() .190 710 101.0 1175 l .lnO 1 c; ·rn 1710 20.10 .12QO f1000 g1R4 12.1:i] 4 
0 1500 11400 22200 31200 36600 42000 47100 52800 66900 79000 -81500 83500 
lA 0 i;o 180 740 1040 1220 1400 1 c;70 l 7h0 ?.?lO .1280 .'1780 8-164 99'14 
0 1800 11700 22500 31800 36900 42900 48000 54000 68400 79000 81500 83500 
I 2A 0 60 _'lQO 1=;0 1 Of;() 1 ? .. 10 14.10 1 h0() HH)O ?.?.AO .12QO S860 8464 ()lh.d. 
0 1500 10800 21000 29700 34500 40200 44700 50100 59400 73800 s1000 I 81soo 
3A 0 50 .160 _100__ ggQ__ ~-ll£Q __ __ 134.0 __1_49.Q _  .__l_6_7Q __ l98Q __ _____2_4filL 4180 6414 7134 
0 0 150 - 300 1500 3600 6600 9600 13200 20400 24300 26400 27600 
3T 0 0 5 10 c;o 120 220 320 440 680 810 880 920 20i: 
- 0 0 300 300 1200 3000 5700 8400 11110 14700 16800 18600 19800 I 2T 0 0 10 10 40 100 l')O 280 370 490 560 620 660 20r 
-
0 0 300 300 1200 3000 5100 7500 10500 13800 15900 18000 18900 
1 T 0 0 10 10 40 100 170 2~0 350 460 .=i ~() f;OO 630 140c 
0 0 300 600 1500 3300 5700 8400 11100 15300 17400 19200 20400 
lR 0 0 10 20 c;o 110 -190 280 370 510 580 640 680 40, 
0 0 300 300 1200 2700 5100 7500 10500 14400 16500 18000 19200 
?.R 0 0 10 10 .d,() Q() 170 2,:;n .l~() 4RO sc;o 600 640 20, 
0 0 300 300 1200 2700 4800 7200 9600 13500 15000 16500 17400 
lR 0 0 10 10 40 qo 1fi0 2'1.n ,?n 4.1:iO 500 550 580 20c 
0 0 0 0 0 0 150 300 300 600 900 1200 1200 
6A 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 10 10 20 30 40 40 10( 
0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 300 600 900 900 
7A 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 10 20 30 30 20 
0 0 0 0 0 0 150 150 300 300 450 600 600 
RA 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 10 10 .J-5. _ZQ_ --- _2Q . - -- ·-- -- ---.----- ~ _ _ Q_ ~- -
0 0 0 0 0 0 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 
1 r. 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 10 __ lQ _ l_O __ 10 lOi 
--- >----
0 0 0 · o 0 0 0 150 150 150 150 150 150 




Dial 0 0.33 0.67 
Nn _ 
?.-l\Il7 () 
2-SE · 0 
1-N'- 0 
1-St 0 
"~ 0 1 1 
()<.: () () 1 
1-NW () 
, _c;:t.: 0 
2 .'Nu/ 0 
?_i.,nJ () 













()1\J {) () 
..:1 
"~ 
() l c;. 
1 U\,T 
" 
l _...::t,T () 
- ? _"'1la1 () 
, _c;:w 
" 
N {) 1 ~ Al 
(' () 1 l 'lA 
" 
() l? lh. 
CRACK A.\D DEFLECTION MEASUREMEN TS IN CONCRETE CONTAININ ~ \v1•:LDED wrnE FABRIC 
. Slab No. 2-C 
June 12, 1951 
Load in Kips Dial :teading s in Inches x 103-












c;. 7 1 () l 'l 
" 
() () ') ..:1 h R 1 () 11 
() I 
. () : 
I 
0 . I 
('I I 
i 
?A l..:1 'il 70 RQ 1 ()Q () ~ 1.d. ?h A() c;. c; F.7 80 Q'l 
?l l() ..:iA hh RF. 1 (),{ () 41 11 ? l 1c;. c;o 62 74 ~h. 
?() 2Q ..:iR f..7 RR l () Q n 1 l 'l ?? l.:1 4 () hl 74 A~ 
Load in Kips Dial Readings in Inches x 103 
2.00 2.67 3.00 3.33 3.67 4.00 4.33 4.50 4.67 4 ., 75 ~ 85 
I :1 t: - 4.70 ,~~9-
! 
R 11 u lR ?l ?c;. 'l c; h'l 1-1 A l 70 _lQ.4 A?l 
~ l ?_ l c;. lR ?.l ?c;. "tA hl . 111 l c;. Q l7l ..:1()() 
!\I n '\l M cihlP rr!lrlc ~ ''""''"'11 ~Y'Pti 
71 a:; 111 11:; l c;. l l 7h ?Al . 1011 n c;.1 Q,t; 
he;. A f:.. lCH 1 ?h 1..:1..:1 lh7 ? 'l l 1.'2 ,t f.i.d.h a..tl 211r.-() l?{)(' 
f,.c;. an 1 Ox lU lc;.l I 1 70 ? :;() If 11 () &"..Ql Q c;.() 
S 8 
Note: 
N, C and.Sare Ames 
dial gages recording 
·deflection of · slab. 
all others are for 
measuring crack 
openings. 
2-NE 1 2-SE 
i 
1-NE 1-SE 





Plugs for crack 
openings are 6" o.c. 
The letter "X" indi-
cates the section in 
which the main body 
of strain gages is 
located. 
* Visible crack occurred. 
Gage 0 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 
.STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 3A 
Strain in micro inches/inch 
L O A D I N K I P S 
3.00 3.50 4.00 0 Re- 0.50 1.00 1.50 









2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 
730 950 1160 1370 1570 15 
750 970 1190 1400 161 20 
890 1120 1350 1570 1770 20 
120 170 220 26 
50 90 130 160 200 c 
90 130 170 200 250 10 c. 
50 90 120 150 1 ... 
0 0 0 0 0 10 c. 
Gage 0 0.50 1.00 1.50 
0 900 7200 14400 
4H 0 10 ?d.() 4RO 
0 1050 6300 12600 
3H 0 35 21 0 420 
0 1350 6600 13500 
2H 0 45 220 450 
0 1500 6300 12300 
lH 0 50 210 410 
0 2100 7800 15000 
IA 0 70 260 c:;oo 
0 2700 8700 15300 
2A 0 90 z·qo 510 
0 2700 8700 15450 
2A-l 0 90 290 515 
0 3300 10200 18000 
.U 0 11 () 34() h()() 
0 4050 11400 19200 
4A 0 He; .1AO 640 
0 150 1200 3000 
lB 0 5 40 100 
0 150 300 1500 
28 0 5 10 50 
0 0 900 2700 
l R 0 0 30 QO 
0 0 300 1500 
4R 0 0 10 c;o 
0 0 150 150 
7A 0 0 .'i .!:i 
0 0 150 300 
BA 0 0 5 10 
0 0 0 0 
9A 0 0 0 0 
0 0 300 450 
1 OA 0 0 l () 1 c; 
0 0 0 150 
78 · 0 0 0 5 c. 
0 0 0 0 
]OR 0 0 0 0 
0 0 300 450 
]r, 0 0 10 15 
0 0 0 300 
.1n 0 0 0 10 
0 0 0 0 
4ll 0 0 0 0 
STRESS AND smAIN MEASUREMENTS JN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 3:-A 
Upper value shown is stress (psi ) ; lower v_alue is strain (micro inches/inch) 
B.L. indicates Beyond Limits of indicator or over 17,500 micro inches/inch 
L O A D I N K I P S 
2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.2() 6.48 6.68 · 
21300 28500 35400 42000 48300 55800 65100 7-+000 81000 82500 86000 
710 q c;n . lHrn 1 J.()() 1fi10 lR.Fi() 2170 2c:;10 ,1.()()() 7()70 l lhh4'.l 
18900 25500 31500 37500 42900 49500 55200 63000 79000 82500 86000 
6JO R. c;() ] ()c:;() l? t;()" 1410 ln.c:;o lR,rn 2oqo 1110 72.~0 12114 
19800 26100 32400 38400 44100 51450 57000 64200 78000 82000 82000 
660 870 1080 1280 1470 1715 1900 2140 3000 6060 6810 
18300 24300 30000 35700 40800 47400 52200 60000 78000 82500 86000 
610 810 1000 1190 1360 1580 "1740 2000 3100 7010 12104 
2160() 28500 35100 41400 47400 53700 59100 69000 79000 82500 86000 
720 q_c:;o 1170 l .180 1580. 1790 1970 2300 3460 6970 114h4 
21600 28650 34500 40500 46600 51000 57000 65000 79500 83000 B.Lo 
720 q,c:;,c:; 1150 1350 1520 1700 1900 2130 3400 7100 8662 
21900 28800 35100 41400 47100 52200 56400 72000 80000 83000 B. L. 
730 Q60 1170 1380 1570 1740 1880 2410 3600 7200 9064 
24qoo 31800 38100 45000 51000 56 700 63300 73000 81000 81000 85000 
A.lO lOhO 1270 1 _c;oo 1700 1890 2110 2430 4130 8120 9634 
26700 34200 40800 47400 53400 58200 66900 75500 . 81000 82500 82500 
890 1140 1360 1580 1780 1940 2230 2630 4340 7120 71.c:;4 
4500 6000 7500 qooo 10200 12600 34500 39000 44100 465t)0 48600 
150 200 250 300 340 420 1150 1300 1470 1550 1620 
3000 4500 5700 6600 7800 9900 34800 3q900 45 900 48600 51300 
100 150 190 220 260 .BO llhQ 1310 1510 1620 1710 
3900 5100 6600 I 7500 8700 10800 33000 37800 42600 45000 46800 110 170 220 250 290 360 1100 1260 1420 .· 1500 1560 
2700 5400 5100 6000 6900 . 9000 29700 33300 37500 39300 40100 
qo 1 RO 170 200 230 100 990 1110 1250 1310 1370 
300 300 150 0 0 0 900 <J CO 1050 · 1200 1200 
10 10 5 0 0 0 30~ 30 c. 35t:.. 40 r_ 40 c. 
300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 450 600 450 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 c. 10 c. 15 c. 20 c. 15~ 
-
0 0 150 450 600 750 1350 1200 1200 1350 1500 
0 0 s r. 15~ 20r.. 25 ,. 45 c. 40 c. 40 c. 45c.. soc. 
750 900 1200 2100 1500 1500 1500 1500 1200 1200 1200 
2.1:i l() 40 40 so c:;o c:;() _5_0 40 40 40 
150. 150 300 ~so 450 600 300 600 600 600 900 
5 c. s c. 10 c. 15 c. 15 c 20c. 10 20 20 20 30 
0 0 0 150 300 150 0 0 150 150 0 
0 0 0 s ~ 10 c. 5 ,. . 0 __ O_ 5 ,. • 5 c. 0 
600 750 900 900 900 1200 8550 11100 14100 15300 ·16500 
20 25 30 30 30 40 285 370 470 510 550 
300 300 300 300 .300 450 450 600 600 600 600 
. 10 . 1 () 10 1() 10 ic; ·15 20 20 20 20 
150 300 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 
5 10 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 s 5 
0 
June 16, l<lSl 
6.36 4.98 Zero 
B.L. 








n. T - R.L 
B.L. 
B. L. B.L. 
B.L. Ga ge is di rectly bene c th 








1740 l."iO r. 
47400 
1.c:;80 110 c 
40100 



















Dial 0 0.50 LOO 





m.r () () - () 





N () h 1 J. 
r. ('\ 7 l i:1 
.~ 
() 7 , l 
Dial 0 o.so 1.00 
No. 
,_w () 
2-." F. 0 
1-NF () 
l-SF. 0 
()N () () ?. 





N () 11 ?7 
r () l () ? .d 
.~ 
() 7 ?() 
CRACK AND DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS IN CONCRETE CONTAINH'G WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Sl ab No. 3-A 
Load in Kips Dial Readings i n I nches 





1 4 1 () 1 ?. l .d 1 7 () 0 2 4 h 8 






?h 41 P. l Q () 11 A 1 l 'i 0 1 ?. ?.4 4 ?. t; h 70 
? l l Q 7 P. Oh 11 J. l ll () Q ?l l P. c; 2 hh 
1 P. l 1 7 4 Q? 11 () 1 %. () 4 l h 1 () i:1 r; c; q 
Load in Kips Dial Readings in Inches 
1.50 2 . 00 2 .50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5 . 50 6 . 00 6 . 29 6 . 48 6168 u t.. 
0 * 1 1 1 2 1 ? 
() *11 1 c; ln l Q 
* 2 3 7 8 1 () 
4 h P. 1" l? l l 1 c; l Q . ?. ?. lfi 7 7 1 ?.c; 
?... 4 h 7 Q 1 () B lh l Q l.d 7 0 117 
.. 
* 1 () 11 1 ? 14 14 
* h 12 11 u 1 c; 
,f,f c;P. 7 ? P. c; 07 1 ()P. 1 % . ? ? P. ?7?. 'l.P.A c; QC) P.h l 
.d() c;.1 h~ P.1 Ql l()A 1 ?l ??() ?.hl 174 c;f:n Rl:il l .fh () 
1 c; c;o h 4 7 7 fi Q 1 ()() ll h 21 2 2i:;4 370 i:;74 P.42 
J une 16, 1951 
x 103 





9 11 l l 





P.?. Q4 1 Oh 
7A Q() l O?. 
72 P. l Oh 
x 103 
6.36 4. 98 Zero 
Fail. 
14 1 
? () .'i 
1? l 
?.H l()() 
??4 ? Rii 
l.i 1 





N, C and s . are Ames 
dial gages recording 
def lection of slab. 
All others are for 





2- NW 2-SW 
x 
Note: 
Plugs for crack 
openings are 6" o.c. 
The letter "X" indi-
cates the section in 
which the main body 
of .strain gages is 
l ocated . 
* Visible crack occurred 
'· Gage o o.so 1.00 1.so 2.00 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. ·3-B 
Strain in micro ·inches/inch 
L O AD I N K I P S 
2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 0 Re- 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 
5 10 
2 
2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 
8 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS. IN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 3-B 
.Upper value shown is stress ( psi); lower value is strain (micro inches/inch) 
B.L. indicates Beyond Limits of indicator or over 17,500 -micro inches/inch June 15 1951 , 
LO AD I N K I P S 
Gai!e 0 o.so LOO LSO 2.00 2.50 ' 3.00 J.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.29 6.44 6.50 6.74 6.89 2.90 ZP-rO '\ 
0 300 4800 10500 16200 21300 26400 31500 36600 42000 47700 53400 66000 74000 81000 81500 85000 ~ 
4H 0 10 160 350 540 710 · 880 1050 1220 1400 1590 1780 2170 3160 4120 5500 9684 . 120.14 
0 600 5200 12300 18300 24000 29700 35700 41100 47100 51900 57300 71000 81000 82000 83500 86000 
JH 0 20 190 410 610 800 990 1190 1370 1570 1730 1910 2360 4130 5840 8130 13564 16034 
0 900 6450 12600 18600 24300 30000 35700 40800 46800 51900 58350 70000 81000 82000 83500 86000 
2H 0 30 215 420 620 810 1000 1190 1360 1560 1730 1<)45 2450 4040 5750 8160 12564 15244 
0 1350 6600 12900 19500 25200 31200 36600 42300 47400 53100 60000 73000 81000 82000 83500 86000 
lH 0 4_c; 220 4.lO 650 840 1040 1220 1410 1580 . 1770 2000 2535 4310 6040 8250 13124 B.L. 
0 1500 6600 12900 
.. 
19350 25200 31050 36600 42000 48300 52800 59100 72000 81000 82000 84000 B. L. 
lA 0 50 220 4l0 6.ic; ~.in 1cns 1220 1400 lnlO 1760 1970 2470 4.140 6070 8060 8.L R_ T 
0 1800 7200 12900 19200 24900 30600 36000 41100 47400 51900 57300 71000 81000 82000 84000 86000 
?A 0 f;() ?.M) .i "lO 6.i() RlO 1n,n ., ?.nn 1.170 l .'iAO 17.lO 1910 2340 41SO ~ 5856 7970 l2.'i.Ci4 147QO 
0 2100 6900 12000 17700 22800 28200 33000 37800 43200 48000 540QO 65000 79000 81500 82000 85000 
. U 0 70 230 400 590 760 940 1100 1260 1440 1600 1800 2170 3470 4850 6500 9704 .B.L • 
0 2100 7500 13500 19500 24900 30300 35700 40500 46500 50400 55200 65000 78000 81000 82000 85000 
4A 0 70 250 450 650 830 1010 1190 1350 1550 1680 1840 2140 3160 4390 5920 9364 B.L. 
0 300 900 2400 4200 5400 6900 8400 9600 31200 37500 42900 48600 53100 54900 57000 61200 
lR 0 10 "l() 80 140 lAO 230 280 320 1040 1250 1430 1620 1770 1830 1900 2040 hO~ 
0 300 600 2100 3750 5100 6600 7800 9000 31200 37200 42goo 48600 52200 54000 56400 61200 
28 0 10 20 70 125 170 220 260 300 1040 1240 1430 1620 1740 1800 1880 . 2040 llOe 
0 150 600 2100 3600 5100 6300 7800 <JOOO 31200 36 900 42600 48600 53700 56100 58200 63000 
38 0 5 20 70 120 170 210 260 300 1040 1230 1420 1620 1790 1870 1940 2100 200c. 
0 300 1200 3000 4800 6300 7800 9300 10800 31500 36 900 42000 47100 51600 54000 55800 60900 
4R 0 10 40 100 160 210 260 310 360 1050 1230 1400 1570 1720 1800 1860 2030 180~ 
0 150 150 300 . 450 600 900 900 900 300 150 150 300 300 300 300 300 
7A 0 _c; 5 10 15 20 30 30 30 10 5 5 10 10 10 10 10 70 
0 0 300 450 600 900 1200 1200 1200 750 750 600 750 900 900 900 900 
RA 0 0 10 1 c; 20 30 40 40 40 25 25 20 25 30 30 30 30 Sc 
0 0 150 300 JOO 450 450 600 600 600 450 450 450 450 600 450 450 
9A 0 0 · 5 10 10 ic; l c; 20 20 20 15 15 15 15 20 15 15 l30c 
0 0 300 600 750 900 1200 1200 1200 900 900 900 900 1200 1200 1200 1200 
ilOA 0 0 10 20 2.Ci 30 40 , 40 4() 3n .10 30 30 40 40 40 40 20c 
0 0 0 .l50c- 150c 150c 300c 300c. 300c . o 0 450c 600c 900c. 900c 900c 900c 
7R n () 0 ,c; c. c;c c;e 1 ()e lnc 1·nc n 0 l "£. ?Ot: lOr. 1() .. 1(), 10~ 10 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 300 450 600 600 1200 1200 1200 1200 
.!OB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 15 20 20 40 40 40 40 SOc 
0 0 300 600 600 750 900 1050 1200 5400 7800 10200 14700 39000 40800 42000 44100 
lr. 0 0 10 ?() ?() ?. c; "lO le; 40 1 ~() ?F. O un 4 Q() l l()() 11hn l.d.00 1470 210 
0 0 300 300 300 450 600 900 goo 7800 9()00 12000 16800 41400 . 42900 44400 46500 
4r. 0 0 10 10 10 l " ?_() "l() .lO 26C 330 400 560 1380 1430 1480 1550 320 
0 0 0 150 300 300 300 300 300 600 600 600 600 2100 2700 3300 3600 
ln 0 0 () :; 10 · l () 10 10 10 20 · 20 20 20 70 90 110 120 IM 
0 0 0 150 150 300 300 300 300 300 450 450 600 3300 3900 4200 5100 
40 0 0 0 5 5 10 10 10 10 10 15 15 20 110 130 140 170 1 c;o 
Dial 0 o.so 1.00 
Nn 
'} _\Il, () 
') ~L' n 
1-NV. (\ 
1 -"T<'. n 
C\N (\ (\ 1 
{l<;: (\ () 1 
1-N\J 0 
1-SW n 
? _hlltT (\ 
?-~t.1 {) 
N () c;' 1 () 
r. () 1 11 
s 0 4 1 1 
Dial 0 a.so 1. 00 Nn _ 
?-NF () 0 
?-."F () ll 
1-Nl<' () (\ 
1 - .~T? 0 () 
mJ 0 0 l 
(\~ 0 1 ') 
l-~\v 0 0 
1 -"tv 0 () 
2-NlJ 0 (\ 
?.-5~W (\ r, 
N () c:; 1 i; 
(' 0 {, 1 ::; 
~ n h 1 F. 
. 
CRACK AND DEFLECTION MEASl ' lmHENTS IN CONCRETE CONTAINH;: \vT:LDED WIRE FA!31U C 
Slab No .. 3-B 
Load in Kip s Dial Readings in Inches 





1 1 ~ 7 a 11 () () 1 2 4 h 






') (\ 4 r; h ') 77 Q') 1 07 > () h 14 24 ]8 49 
-
')') .1 '7 h7 R ') QQ 11 7 () h lt; n J.[\ r; ') 
?(.. :;r.; 7() ()7 11 7 l \h () ~ 1 ~. ?.h dl ::; () 
Load in Kips Dial Re~ding s in Inches 
1. 50 2 .00 2.50 3. 00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6 .. 0C 6. 29 G.44 6 . 50 
~~ 7 Q 1 (\ 
* 
q Q 1 () 
0 * 7 q 11 , ') 1 L1 1 c:; 1 r, 
?. * A 1 () 11 ic:. 1 r. l 7 l ..., 
?. ,1 h R Q 11 11 1 " 1 7 ') '} 1() r;4 74 .L.L 
4 c:; 7 ( ) 11 1? 1 .1 l G 1 ~ ') ') l C\ c:; 1 7? 
1 * 6 h 7 F.:, A 1 1 1 ?. 
* 7 Q 10 11 1 ') 11 l r; 
* ~ 
? '7 1 ,1 ~f'l I~ l '7 ') A? H,f\ · -lRA ? l ~. ') (,; 1ar:. A. .R.:1 c;Q? 
')? , Q ; l · hn 71 A'1 1 'ih 1 Rl ?f\ Q ·J ;h , 7;, .J. C:, h h (..A 
1n A'> ':" ~ (, ') '7h. A1 g,::; 1 Q(\ ??n ') 7 {\ -~n .::i AQQ ::;QA 
June 1 5 , 1 951 
x 103 
3.00 3.50 4.00 
8 () 11 
g 10 l? 
-
60 70 83 
F..1 7; 8 C! 
(~ c::. 7h l11 
x 103 
6 .74 6.89 2. 90 
























N, C and Sare Ames 
dial gages recording 
deflection of slab. 




Plugs for crack 
openings are 6" o.c. 
The letter "X" indicates 
the section in which 
the main body of strain 
gages is located. 
* Visible crack occurred.· 
STRESS ~~D STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED WIRE FABHIC 
Slab No. 3.-C 
Strain in micro i .nches/inch 
L O A D I N K I P S 
8 
Gage O 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 0 he- 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 O 
lni/ii:r/ Rvn 
460 660 860 1060 1240 1420 1590 1780 20 
0 0 0 0 lOc c. 20 c 
0 0 5 0 5 5 5 
. , 
Gage 0 o.so LOO 1.50 2.00 
0 1200 5100 9600 14400 
4H 0 40 170 320 480 
o · 1500 6900 11700 16500 
.lH 0 c;o 2.10 ]Q() 500 
0 1800 6900 12000 17100 
2H 0 60 230 400 570 
0 1800 7200 12600 18000 
lH 0 f;{) 240 420 600 
0 2400 8400 14100 19800 
lA 0 80 280 470 660 
0 2400 8100 14100 19800 
?.A () ~{) 270 470 f;f;() 
0 2700 8400 · 14700 20700 
u 0 QO 2RO 4Q() 6QO 
0 3600 10500 17400 23400 
4A 0 1 '}.{) \c;o c;Rn 7~{) 
0 600 3300 6900 10500 
lB 0 20 110 230 350 
0 600 3300 6900 10500 
28 0 20 110 230 350 
0 600 3600 7500 11400 
.1R 0 ?{) 120 2SO 280 
· O 
48 Gag e did n ~t func• .ion 
0 0 0 l50c 300, 
7A 0 0 ·O 5~ lOc 
0 0 0 300 450 
8A 0 0 0 10 1 c; 
0 0 300 600 600 
9A 0 0 10 20 20 
0 0 150 300 300 
lOA 0 0 5 10 10 
0 0 0 · O 0 
7R 0 0 0 0 () 
0 0 0 0 0 
lOR 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 300 300 
1~ 0 0 0 10 10 
0 0 0 300 300 
,r. 0 0 0 10 1 () 
0 0 0 0 0 
ln () {) () {) n 
0 0 0 0 0 
dn () 0 () 0 () 
STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN WELDED WIRE FABRIC 
Slab No. 3-~ 
Upper value shown is stress (psi); lower va.lue is strain (micro inches/inch) 
.B.L. indicates Beyond Limits of indicator or over 17,500 micro inches/inch 
L O A D IN K I P S 
2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 , 5. 50 6.00 6.50 6. 72 4.72 
19200 24300 29700 34800 40500 46500 52000 66000 82000 85000 86000 
640 810 990 1160 1350 1550 1760 2190 6240 · 9694 15744 
21000 26100 30900 36000 41700 47700 54600 68000 83000 85500 
700 870 1mo 1200 1390 1590 1820 2270 6930 11564 
22500 27600 33000 37800 43500 49500 56400 72000 82000 84500 
7c;o q20 1100 1260 1450 1650 l8R.O 2420 6150 9194 
23100 28500 33600 38700 44100 49800 55500 65000 82000 84000 
770 Q.CiO 1120 1290 1470 1660 lRc;O 2150 s.1c;o Rl~4 
25500 30900 36300 41700 47700 53400 58800 72000 83000 85500 
850 1030 1210 1390 1590 1780 1960 2410 7130 11554 
25500 31200 36600 42000 47700 54000 61800 76000 ·82000 85000 
Rc;O 1040 l 2?.() 1400 1 CiQ() H~OO 20(;0 2670 64.CiO 1m u 
26100 32100 37800 43200 48900 55500 61800 73000 82500 85000 
870 1070 1260 1440 1630 1850 2060 2460 6670 10464 
29700 35100 40800 45900 51900 60600 73000 79000 84000 85500 
Q90 1170 1.%0 l.'iJO 17.lO 2020 2480 3310 8720 14024 
14100 17400 21000 24000 28500 33300 38100 43500 49500 51600 
470 580 700 800 950 1110 1270 1450 1650 1720 
-
14100 17400 20700 24000 27900 33000 37800 43500 49500 51600 
470 . 580 690 800 930 1100 1260 1450 1650 1720 
15000 18600 21900 25200 29400 34200 39000 44100 51000 33100 
_c;oo 620 730 840 Q80 1140 1300 1470 1700 1770 
300c. 450c. 600c 600,. 600c 750c.. 750c. 900c. 900c. 1200, 
10 c. l c; c 20c 20, 20 c 25c 25 c. 30< 30c 40c. 
600 600 750 900 900 1050 1200 1200 ·1200 900 
20 2() 2c; .lO .10 .lS 40 40 40 10 
600 900 900 900 1050 - 1200 1200 1350 1500 1500 
20 30 30 30 35 40 40 45 50 50 
300 300 300 300 450 600 600 600 600 600 
10 10 10 10 15 20 20 20 20 20 
0 0 0 0 0 0 300~ 450c. 600c. 900c. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 lOc. 1.=ic 20c _l()G 
0 0 :\SO 300 300 600 900 1500 2400 2100 
0 0 s 10 10 20 30 50 80 70 
300 600 750 900 1500 3300 5400 7800 36600 38700 
10 ?.O 2S .10 50 110 HW 260 l?.20 12Q{) 
300 450 600 750 1350 2700 4500 6900 32700 34200 
10 l .'i 20 25 45 · 90 150 230 1090 1140 
0 0 150 ·,150 300 300 .300 300 1800 2400 
{) {) 
" 
.'i 1 {) ·10 10 10 h0 A{) 
0 0 0 150 150 300 150 300 2100 3000 
() 0 0 c; .'i 10 5 10 70 100 
6 

























CRACK A.~D DEFLEC TION MEAStnmHENTS IN CONCRETE CONTAff TNG WELDED WIRE FADRIC 
Slab No. 3-C 
Load in Kips Dial Readings in Inches x 103 
June 16, 1951 
Dial 
No_ 
0 o.so 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 . 0 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 Zero 
() 0 0 
0 () () 
1--l...._--"".N......_F.._..,O---r-·--t-----1---t------t---t-----+---t------+----+--O .. -~----~---.-- ...---- --,-·----;----,------------------0---. 
...... l...._-_...s ......... :F'--*-_..0~--1-------,-----,...----;--- -~---------t--------;---_o_-~---~------+-------t---;--------t-------1----r----1---0-----. 
nN o 7 10 ~-1~ ~ 18 ------~ ______ o -- - - ----~~ __ A ~--~7~--~-~9~-~ll~_~,?~_1~4~_~,~~-~o~ 
~-]-~:~:~-~:.~,. ~ - ~·-~·-~2 - - 2~ - ~ ~ ·~ - ~ ~--1 . ~-~= ·----~:-~-- ·- -·l~-- -~-+~-:-_4===========6=====7===*==83:~~-1=~61===:=~-
-- - - - --~ -~---- ~---- ~--- --- ,-- --------------~----- -------+--'-'*'---'"'-+--1~?-+-___....].___-t 
?-NW O t--____._._."'--111---"''--+--·- ....----- -- - - r- - --- - -- ----+---t------ r----------- t-- ---- t----- ---- __ ___Q_ ______ ---1_ -·- .... - ....-- -- ·- 0 
?-S\..' -- ,__Q_ ------- - - -- -· - ... - . 
- --- - --- r---- - --r------ - - ·- ---- --· ····-- ---- - --·- ·--- - ~-- - ·-- -- --- ;-- - ·-- 0 
N ()_ - ____ s_ __ 




---- 2£ -~---3.8_ _ r--- · :;o ~--+-----6 2-·-t----"-7_.__4-t-~8~6--r_ 98 ----+-~lhM.J..._....1_2 ...... qc.--1 
10 28_ >-- ·il Rl C)R 114 1 v:; 0 ?,(~ .17 1 4q l 6] 72 BJ % 161 2() c: 0 
S O ?() c;_1 hfi RG Ql llR 117 0 ?Li 1:; 4R nO _7) 82 1.1 160 29 
Load in Kips Dial Readings in Inches x 103 
---~-
Dial 0 01150 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.42 6.50 6.7~ 4. 72 Zero 
Nn 
----· 
J:lt. Frl i 1 .. 
-




~ · ·- - -
·- · - -- = r-=====---=-=---=--=-- _.. -
?-Nl? 0 * -- · . q 10 _J 
?.-~l,' () 
-- ,...-·- - --~ *12 11 .5 . 
1-Nli'. () * 4 7 . 1 () 11 lFt 17 _J 
1-SF. 0 
·- ~ -~-.L - - -A __ r-- _6_- >--- - 9 - ____ ll 12 - - r-- · · 0 - ~ --- --- - - ---· - - r-- · - - ---- - - ~ --· -·-·- --- --· - -- r - i----- - - - ---
ON () l 2 _5___~ 7 q 11 1? 1 .4 ,~ ,~ ?.n -2.5. hh J.07 .lOR 
()" _ _Q__ ~-_Q_ . l 1 2 2 _c:; h __ ___  _:] Q J_Q __ r-___12.__ .. - .l5 .152 59 B'Z ?RQ 
l _Nl.J n 1 l '). .1 4 -5 __ __ __5__ ~-- _ _6 - >---- --·.!] - __ _g __ ~-10 - ---10 12 ]3 A 
1-SW 0 ] 2 .l 4 A 4 4 _c; h 6 8 8 12 14 0 
2-W 0 * 6 7 0 
2-SW 0 *13 ]5 0 
-------
--- ·- - -· - -r---
·--- - -----..----
N () -
-_A__- ?O lQ ::;q 7'=i ]02 J OR 1'?4 14.() ·lh4 2l4___ _  2.6.4 .. 4 _r;q _c:;_r;q 764 o--- - ---
•. i 
r. () 7 ?.l 1R 'iR 74- on 1 ()f; l ?? l lQ ---1.62.__ ..2.Q2__ ...:_ _2.6.Q 4._c:;4 ~~2 7 _'ij__ l-:t~() 
·- · 
---
s 0 q B 40 .Ci8 73 89 ] ()~ l?. l 141 lh] 21 c:; 2Ft2 457 Sti6 759 
Note: 
N, C and Sare Ames 
dial gages recording 
deflection of slab. 
All others are for 
measuring crack 
openings. · 
_____ .,,., __ _ 
Keyway 
c 
2-NW ......------1 2-SW 
x 
Note: 
Plugs for crack 
openings are 6" o.c. 
The letter "X" indi-
cates the section in 
which the main body 
of strain gages is 
located. 
* Visible crack occurred. 
68 
t"XPLANATION OF GRAPHS 
The following 18 graphs have been drawn entirely from data obtained 
in t hese testso The first 9 show the relationship of stress in the longi-
tudinal wires to the live load in kips o In addition to t he experimental 
curves, t he calculated curve f or the stress at t he centerline is shown as 
a dashed line9 To avoid confusion, the calculated stress at the first 
transverse wire is shown as a dashed line near the 4 kip loado 
The remaining graphs show the amount of deflection and crack openings 
for various loadings of t he slab o This includes all minor cracks ob-
served, as well as t hat at t he centerline . The vertical scale for these 
cracks is 001" ~ in , and for t he defle ction of the slab is oln = l"o On 
graphs 1-A, 2- A, ax1d 3- A, the symb ol • represents t he calculated elonga .... 
tion of t he wire , obtained by multiplying the distance between transverse 
wires by t he observed strain reading , and is plotted at increments of 1 
kip . 
All curves are the average of opposite cracks unle.ss the two measure-
- . 
ments vary more than . 004" , in which case both curves have been plotted 
separatelyo The notation used is explained in the crack opening d~ta 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Procedure: As a whole, the instrumentation of the tests was satis .... 
factory. Of 172 strain gages used, only three did not function at all. 
This could have been due to several causes; for instance, damage· when 
pouring the concrete, or leakage in the waterproof covering. These gages 
are noted ih the data sheetso In addition, it was notic.ed that gages 
1-A, 2-A, and 3-A. in Test Series 1-C did not function above the yield 
point; ·and examination after the test showed that they had lost their 
bond with the wire, which was attributed to imperfect cementing. No 
trouble of this kind was experienced in the tests of Series 2 and 3 
slabs. 
In Series 1, the lead wires for the strain gages were brought out 
to the side of the slab, just beneath a transverse wire. When loading, 
cracks occurred in the slab directly at this pointo In order to 
eliminate th~ possibility of the location of_ these cracks being governed 
,by the position of the gage lead wires, they were brought directly out 
the bottom of the slab in Test Series 2 and 3 (see Fig. 22-.....23 1 page 28). 
However, the results showed that.there was no appreciable change in the 
locations of the cracks or in the loads at which the cracks occurred, 
since most of these cracks occurred directly beneath a transverse wire. 
Reliability of data: As mentioned previously, measurement of strain 
gage readings was usually made -to the nearest 10 micro inches/inch (300 
psi), which was consfstent with the sensitivity of the loading cell. 
However, since simultaneous readings could not be taken, the strains 
recorded above the yield point may vary several hundred micro inches. 
·This· is not considered critical s'ince the stress ·changes very slowly at 
this point for a given chang~ in strain. 
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Because the gages were zeroed at the beginning of the runs, the ·stress 
due to dead load does not appear on the graphs. The dead load calculation 
showed . that the dead load stress in Test Series 1 and 2 amounted to 6850 
psi and 5070 psi for Test Series 3o 
Due to the fact that the gages were located on the upper side of 
the wire, a check was made to detennine whether or not compression. stresses 
were being induced due to bending. No bending in t he slab between cracks 
could be detected with a straight edge. In addition, a strain gage 
{~A-1) was placed on the lower side of the wire opposite gage 2--A (Series 
3-A)o However, no appreciable difference in readings was found. 
The deflection and centerline crack dial readings were accurate to 
:t.00005 inch, and the crack plug readings were accurate to within ±..001 
Effects due to dead load and shrinkage of concrete: No attempt was 
· made to measure the compressive stress in the wires during the per~~ of 
setting of the concreteo The procedure for measuring strains over long 
periods of time is considerably different from that of short period tests 
because of the effects of strain readings induced by leakage, temperature, 
creep· and drift of the strain indicator. In addition, gages us~ng Duco 
cement for bond are not reconnnended for use in l
1
ong period tests. 
Considerabl~ work has been done on this subject by Mr. Frank R. Beyer 
of Wayne University, Detroit, Michigan ( 5), who imbedded reinforcing bars 
(5) r"rank. Ro Beyer, Stre-sses in Reinforced Concrete due to Volume Change, 
An1erican Concrete Institute Proceedings, 1949 
in concrete specimens and checked·strain readings at short intervals over 
a period of several months. He found ·that about · 4000 psi compression is 
induced in the reinforcing at 28 days. This increas~ to 6500 psi 
compression in 64 days. 
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If th~re is a compressive stress in the steel, it should .be released 
upon pracking of the ·concrete at that point. This would be evident on a 
strain indicator as an increase in tension. In .the tests in Series 1 and 
21 after the initial run, the zero readings showed average .strains ·of 
about 260 micro inches/inch_(7800 psi) tension in the A and H longitudinal 
gages'~ Th.is is believed due to a combination of compressive . stre~tses 
caused by shrinkage of concrete and dead load stresses • . The calculated 
dead load stress in the wire was 6850 psi, and_the difference of these 
two readings is 950 psi, which is .considerably lower than the probable 
compression which should have been present in the concrete. The low 
figure of 950 psi is presumed due _to the fact that the centerline cracks 
for Serie_s 2 and 3 were almost completely pre~racked by the 4f1X4.ttxl/4" 
angles at the centerline when tpe concrete was poured. Therefore it~is 
thought that part of this strain was released in transporting the slabs. 
The Series 3 slabs, however, were separated only to a depth -of 2 3{4" 
at the centerline and did not crack at this point until a load of about 
2 kips had been applied. This pen,llitted the canpressive strains to be 
contained. in the concrete until the initial. run, at -which time the average 
zero reading~ equaled 300 micro inchesjine~ (9000 psi} tension. The 
calculated dead load stress for this series. was. 5070 psi; and taking the, 
difference of these; t~o r~adings left a cQllpressive · stress of 3930 psi, 
which is ·in very close agreement with the experiments of Mr. Beyer. It 
is interest.ing . that many of the gages showed compres:sive stresses, after 
the slab h• failed. This is believed due to the release of dead load 
stresses in the slab which had been zeroed out in the initial runs,, being 
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most prevalent in the B longitu~inal gages because they did not in most 
cases exceed the elastic limit of the steel. 
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Fi gure 33 
Crack openir~ at f i r st tran~verse, Series 2- B 
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Figure 34 
Deflection of slab near ultimate load 
Figure 35 
Stacking broken slabs 
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Figure 36 
Concrete has been broken away from t he r einforcement, ex.posing the most 
hi ghly stressed welds , which are still in excellent condition (Series 2-B) . 
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Interpretation of data: In tjle graphs showing the stress in the 
steel for various loads, the stress obtained by experiment is slightly 
lower than tha~ obtained by calculation~ This is probably due to slight 
mechanical bond along the wire preventing the strain at the centerline 
from completely reaching the gage. This is particularly true of the B 
longitudinal gages in which there is a very slow rise of stress. due to 
the holding action of the transverse welds until cracking occurs at the 
transverse wi~e, causing a very sudden increase. However,· even after 
this increase, the stress in the B gages is still well below that obtained 
by using the Concrete Formula. The graph shows that this discrepancy is 
roughly about 20,000 psi, which checks in general with .Weinelts (op.-cit.~ 
page 2) figure of 28,000 psi_ for direct pullout of #2 wire at 6 inches 
imbedment., since the effective distance of the gage from the crack in the 
author's tests was about 4 inches. 
It should be noted from the graphs that very little increase in 
stress occurred in the C longitudinal gages until the concrete had cracked 
at the first transverse wire. Similarly., no increase in stress in the D 
longitudinal gages was observed until cracking occurred at the second 
transverse wire. This indicates that ·although a small amount of stress 
goes beyond the first transverse weld prior to cracking, practically none 
travels beyond the second transverse weld. 
Very little stress was found to be present in the transverse w:ireso 
This was more or less ~e.cted since the load was distributed evenly 
across the centerline of· the slabs. In the case of two-way support, how-
ever., stresses i,n ·this direetion would be appreciable. 
No evidence was found that indipated .shearing in any of the welds. 
Such a break 'W'ould probably have shown an immediate stress in the longi-
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tudinal wire behind the weld nearly equal to the stress in front. 
Examination of .the most highly stressed welds of three slabs following 
failure {Fig. 361 page 94) showed them to be still in excellent condition. 
An examination of the crack data shows that the crack openings be .... 
tween two transverse wires very closely equal the transverse spacing 
multiplied by the strain gage reading for the wire. In graphs 1-A, 2-A 
and 3-A this point, indicated by 8 , is plotted at 1 kip intervals, and 
i$ in close agreement with the centerline crack opening. Checks on some 
of the cracks occurring at the first transverse wires also verified this 
observation. In most cases, all cracks closed upon release of the load 
within the yield point. Occasionally an opening of .003 to .005 incbes 
remained, even when the wire had not reached the proportional limit. It 
is very likely, however, that a few grains of sand were displaced upon 
cracking and prevented the crack from closing completely. 
Almost all the curves plotted for centerline crack opening and de~ 
flection show a slight change in slope or "hump" at the 2 kip load. This 
is probably due to the release of bond stresses along the wire. The 
average stress at this load is about 201000 psi., which would again be in 
close agreement with Mr. Weinelts pullout data. 
CALCULATIONS 
Symbols used : 
E - Modulus of Elas·tici ty ( psi) 
I - Strai n (inches/inch and micro inches/inch) 
f St r ess ( psi) 
P - Applied load (lbs ) 
}! - Moment (in- lbs) 
T - Total Tension {lbs) 
A5 - Area of Reinforcement (in2) 
b - Width of slab (in) 
d - Effective depth of slab (in) 
p - Ratio of A5 to area of concrete 
w - Uniform dead load {lbs/in) 
_Converting strain to stress: 
E = J 
f 
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using E as· 30 x 106 , which was very .nearly the average for the wire used: 
The Anderson strain indicator used in Tests 1-A, lB, 1-C and 2-A has a 
fixed gage · factor of 2.05 and therefore had to be co~rected for the A-7 
gage factor of 1. c)l . 
Correction factor= 2.05 - 1.074 
1. 91 
:. True strain'·= L074 x strain reading 
Stress calculations using reinforced concrete formula s : 
Live load. stress at~ 
(Series 1 and 2) 
~ = 28 (1/2P) = 14 P 





T: 14P = 4.74P 
2.95 ~p 
f = .!.._. 4.74P = 16.lSP 
As • 0489(6) (1 and 2) d for Series 1 and 2 • 2. 95" 
\vhen P = 4000 ;:tbs, f • 64 ,600 psi 
d for Series 3 = 3.oon 
Series 3 
T = 14P = 4.67P 
3 
f - 4. 67P • 11 n~p 
~r .64E9t°R} .~,J 
When P = 4000 lbs, f . 47, 800 psi 
Live load stress 6" from £ (Series 1 and 
p = ~ = .0489 8 = .00287 
bd 34 3) 
jd = 2.76" 
K = .193 Kd • • 57 
M. 24(1/2P) = 12P 
f - M - 12P = l.235 (12P) = 14.85P 
- Asjd - .2934(2.76) (1 and 2) 
When P = 4000 lbs, f • 50 , 600 psi 
Live load stress 4" from £ (Series 3) 
p = .0489(8) .•• 00383 
~f(3) 
J -- .92~ . j d. 2.784 
M = 26 (l/2P ) = 13P 
r3:. 13P •• 918( 13P ) = 11.QJP· 
.3.ql(2 •.?84) · 
· When P = 4000 lbs , f = 47, 700 psi 
Assumed di stribution 
of stress through 
section of .beam 
nead load calculat ions 
Average wt. of slabs= 770 lbs 
w = 770 - 11.66 lbs/in 
G6 · 
Wt. of ahgles, beams 
and jack= SO lbs 
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w ''x-11 
M£ = 30(33w + 25) - w(33) 2 
2 ,13w+25" 
= 900w + 750 - 545w = 44Sw + 750 • · S,940 in-lbs 
f(l&2)= .04~~(~)(z.gs) = 6,850 psi (series 1 tt 2) 
f 5940 5 070 . ( . 3) 3 = _0489(S)(J) = , psi series 
Sensitivity of strain at£ compared to loading 
f(l&2)= 16.lSP 
Strain(in/in) = f = 16.156 = .538P x 10-
6 
E 30xl0 
(Series 1 and 2) 
If strain readings are taken to nearest 10 micro in/in, then P must 
be read to within _!Q_ = 18.7 lbs 
.538 
f 3 - 11.qs = .398P x 10-




A comparison of Series 1 and 2 shows very little difference in 
stress distribution, load carrying capacity, deflection or crack opening!> 
Even Tests 2-A and 2-C , which developed no crack openings, showed similar 
characteristics!> This would indicate that for slabs supported in one 
direction only, the ~.xl2 - 2/4 mesh is just as satisfactory as the 
6.xl2 .... 2/2 fabric. Additional tests might also show that other combina-
tions such as 2/6 wires might also be used, since the probl~m seems 
largely·a question of whether or not the welds in concrete will give 
positive anchorage and develop the tensile strength of the wire. 
Tests on the 4x8 - 2/2 (Series 3) mesh indicated that while more. 
cracks developed when using ~ransverse wires moFe closely spaced, the 
openings were not as great. 
The results show that the crack opening is very nearly proportional 
to the transverse spacing of the wires. Thus for protected locations, 
where cracks might not be critical, large transverse spacings could be 
used. In slabs subjected to severe punishment from repeated loading, 
freezing and thawing, cracks could be kept tightly closed through the 
use.of closely spaced small transverse w:i.reso The writer believes that 
a welded wire fabric using a serrated wire (bond tests of which are now 
under way at the Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy) should be 
tested in a nuµiner similar to the above testso This might break the 
single crack occurring betwe~n transverse wires into a number of much 
smaller ones, thus increasing greatly crack -control efficiency. 
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